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Can you help the 
Kangaroo Valley 

Voice?
Volunteer(s)as backup for our 

existing distributors of the  
Kangaroo Valley Voice.

Requires one day’s work on the 
occasional month when the current 

distributors are unavailable. 

Vehicle and some lifting of boxes of 
magazines required.

Please email the Voice at
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  

to express your interest.
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It was a balmy end of summer Valley 
night on 26 February for the 12th annual 
Swim Cup. Such a perfect evening for all 
ages to come together in celebration of 
the community we live in. 

Many of you would know I ‘borrowed’ 
this event from my hometown of Kaiapoi, 
on the outskirts of Christchurch, NZ. So, 
writing this report a few days after the 
massacre of hate perpetrated on the city 
I grew up in, I’m so sad for those lives 
stolen, and for their loved ones, and am 
reminded that there is no place for bigotry 
,only tolerance in any healthy community.

I love that the swim cup offers a once a 
year night to celebrate swimming fitness 
and fun across all age groups, where 
competing is  No.1 and the final just 
concludes the evening. Every year our 
sponsors put their hands up, so that we 
can offer prizes in all categories.

The Heavens Mountain Escape rewarded 
the most senior team Silverfish, 303 years 
three months, edging out Grey Matter by 
one month, and the youngest team The 
Swimming Celebrities, a total of 35 years. 
Thanks Jan and Rob!

KV Electrical sponsors the fastest team, 
this year Fathers and Daughters’ 66 
seconds for four laps over The Panthers 
at 67 seconds. Thanks again to Cath and 

Kangaroo Valley Swim Cup

Mike, and a reminder that swimming your 
best from the outset reaps rewards.

We thank Cameron and the team at 
Aquaservice for providing pool toys which 
we give away where appropriate, and 
Banksia Park for the delicious chocolate 
fish and winners towels which are much 
sort after.

The prize money is sponsored by the KV 
Lions, who not only provide a tasty BBQ 
to keep us all going on the night, but 
are integral in the staging of this event. 
Shoalhaven Council has continued to waive 
all fees for the hire of the pool, which 
is pivotal in the night’s ongoing success. 
Many thanks to all officers concerned.

This year, we wanted to support Julie 
Mairinger, who has always supported the 
Swim Cup, usually swimming with her 
girls. Thanks to the generosity of our 
community we have raised $1500 towards 
the many extra expenses her family are 
currently incurring. We all wish Jules a 
speedy return to full health. A special 
mention to Brett Clarke, the winner of 
our ‘Dash for Cash’, who donated back 
his $250 winnings. That was just awesome 
generosity, and I was so pleased to be 
able to return the goodwill with a meal 
voucher donated by Nicole and Gerard 

from Bistro one46.

First place: The Floaties - Jayden, Zayne, 
Daniel and Jennifer.

Second place: Grey Matter - Ron, Val, 
Garth and Suzanne.

Third place: Father’s and Daughters - 
Mark, Hayley, Brett and Taylah.

Youngest team: Swimming Celebrities - 
Coco, Amity, Soraya and Maeve.

Most senior team: Silverfish - Libby, Paul, 
Keith and Rosemary.

Fun facts

Youngest competitor - 8

Oldest competitor - 81

50% of competitors over 30

Ten competitors over 70

Average age 35 years.

The team of helpers are the most 
important stars of the night; many thanks 
for coming out. To all the swimmers and 
spectators, please come back next year, 
and tell your friends how much fun can be 
had, when just once a year the pool lights 
are turned on, and you can swim under 
the stars.

See you on 25 February 2020,

      
                     Alison Baker

Far left: Alison Baker. Centre: The Cup! Right: The 
Floaties
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Letters to  
the editor ...

Valley Movies is finally up and 
running and the first film, Backtrack Boys, 
watched by nearly 90 people, was a great 
success. A documentary, it follows two 
years in the lives of a group of troubled 
boys, who are pulled from a downwards 
spiralling path to the grim reality of 
prison life by the dogged determination 
of an inspiring man, Bernie Shakeshaft. 
Originally a jackeroo, Bernie has set up 
a program and camp on the outskirts 
of Armidale, where he turns his skills 
and compassion into providing a sense 
of purpose and direction for these boys 
and girls. One of the most important 
parts of the program is his large bunch of 
beautifully trained and disciplined sheep 
dogs. Each boy is paired with a dog, 
but it is the dog who chooses the boy, 
and they become constant companions. 
Bernie trains both with a calmness and 
understanding that soon creates a feeling 
of loyalty and self-esteem. He says he has 
three aims: keeping kids alive, keeping 
kids out of jail and helping them chase 
their hopes and dreams.
The film follows the fortunes of three 
of them over the two-year period. It 
is not easy, constant battles to fight 
their demons, with many challenges 
and backward slides along the way. But 
Bernie will not give up; his love and 
compassion for these youths is inspiring. 
They, in turn, have found a home with 
love and friendship that many have 
never experienced before. They are also 

learning to trust, and that is something 
they had all lost.
The film is laced with humour, needed to 
counteract the stark reality of the lives 
of these kids. It is also full of hope. The 
audience’s hearts are with these kids; 
no matter how they have acted, they all 
have a goodness that love, compassion 
and understanding can foster, and if 
anyone can unleash that goodness it is 
Bernie and his dogs.
The audience was full of praise for the 
whole experience, which included an 
opportunity for everyone to mingle over 
a light supper and glass of wine at the 
conclusion of the show. They all left 
looking forward to the next movie, Leave 
No Trace, on Friday, 19 April. See the 
Valley Movies ad in this edition of The 
Voice for details.
Many thanks to Rosie Johnston, Di Jaffray 
and Sue Hansel for working so hard to 
make the Valley Movies happen.
      
  Jenelle Brangwin

A full house at Valley Movies

Thank you
As some of you may know, Julie Mairinger 
has not been her usual self over the last 
few months as the result of some medical 
issues and for the last 6 months, Julie 
has been unable to work.  Julie has come 
a long way in the recovery process but 
much more time needed before all is 
back to normal.  Julie attends therapy 
in Goulburn during the week and the 
progress has been in small steps.

Unbeknown to the family and me, a 
collection was established to raise funds 
for Julie.  Last week I was, presented a 
very generous donation to help Julie.  As 
a family, we are very grateful to the very 
kind people who went out of their way 
to help Julie.  At times, like what we are 
experiencing now we are truly grateful 
to be living in such a compassionate 
community, and so on behalf of Julie & 
myself we sincerely Thank you for your 
generosity.

Kind Regards 

Lorraine Mairinger Backtrack Boys
To the Editor                                        
The Valley Movies Committee and 
volunteers  (and our unsung and unseen 
projectionist  ... thank you Glenn) showed 
the inuagural monthly movie on March 15. 
Thank you to all those who attanded  (and 
stayed for the post movie celebration) ... 
we hope to see you all again, and others 
too, on Friday April 19th for Leave No 
Trace. It looks to be a very special movie.

Diana Jaffray

Susie Quick  0413 153 352

Carole Byrnes, owner of The Pantry in 
the centre of the village.  

Joan Bray 44651851

Fran Pritchard 0416324171

Caroline Minogue   0417 080 798  

Chris Brangwin 4465 1955

Dorothy Horsman OAM.  0429 076 736

JPs in the Valley
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When Kangaroo Valley dairy 
farmer Garth Chittick, who is President 
of the Kangaroo Valley Historical 
Society, wants something of interest 
photographed, he calls on my husband 
Peter Dumbrell to rock up with his 
camera. It is not usually a planned event 
but rather “this is happening, would you 
like to come and take some photos”.
In mid-March Peter was called to 
photograph the construction of a pyramid 
(or was it a burial mound) that was being 
formed on the dairy farm. (If I am able, I 
go along to see what interesting thing is 
happening. It is never boring).
As was widely publicised, last year 
some KV dairy farmers found to their 
horror that the drought was affecting 
their businesses directly and indirectly. 
Indirectly, because their business model 
relied on buying hay to feed their cows 
when the lovely Kangaroo Valley green 
grass was in short supply. In this way the 
Valley produces milk all year round. In 
Victoria milk production is much less in 
winter. Now, due to the severe drought 
conditions in NSW, Valley grass was 
running out and hay was in short supply 
and becoming more and more expensive. 
The Chitticks, whose family has been 
dairying on this property for four 
generations, saw the need for a rethink. 
Gavin Chittick (Garth’s son), who is now 
running the farm, knew that he would 
have to produce his own hay. He set 
about planting grass seed along the river 
bank and in other places where he could 
obtain some water. Luckily the Valley 
had some rain in October and November. 
Luckily the grass grew. You can now see 
green and pink wrapped silage sitting in 
the paddocks all over the Valley. The rain 
falling here in the Valley made it possible 
for many people to make silage. 
Gavin also wanted to plant corn (also 
known as maize) to feed the cows. Corn 
has not been grown on the Chittick 
farm for 50 years. Gavin planted some 
paddocks with corn. The rain came and it 
has grown. This is not the same variety of 
corn grown for human consumption. 
Now anyone driving on Upper Kangaroo 
River Road will have seen the mound on 

Cochrane’s dairy farm. This is a mound 
of corn which has slowly diminished 
through the very dry season we have all 
been experiencing. Robert and Graeme 
Cochrane began growing corn a number 
of years ago. Graeme offered to help and 
give advice to Gavin, for which he is very 
grateful. 
There is a special technique for storing 
the corn in a mound. A correct base needs 
to be laid down. The harvester cuts and 
chops up the whole plant, which is tipped 
to form a very wide and high mound. 
This is compressed by a special tractor to 
remove as much air as possible. Before it 
rains the mound is covered with plastic, 
which is held in place by discarded car 
tyres. (There is an over-supply of these 
tyres, so it is good to see them being 
recycled).
Garth wanted photographs of the 
harvesting of the corn and the making of 
the mound. Watching this work was very 
impressive for a city girl like me. The fast 
and skilful driving of the truck in tandem 
with the harvester, and the tractor 
climbing the mound, was something 
to see. Two trucks are needed to work 
alternately filling up with chopped corn. 
To speed the process up Graeme Cochrane 
generously drove his truck to make a 
third unit taking the corn to the mound 

Drought-proofing a KV Dairy Farm

which was being formed near the dairy, 
so it is close to where the cows need it. 
This finished mound with the tyres on top 
is called a bun. The Delicious Gardens 
team volunteered to help cover the bun 
with plastic and tyres. This was much 
appreciated because rain was threatening 
and indeed, much to everyone’s relief, we 
had some good rain after the mound was 
completed.
Garth scooped up some of this chopped 
corn into his hands. It looked like 
muesli for cows.  Corn does not provide 
complete nutritional needs for cows (or 
humans). Other feed needs to be given 
to the cows so they get a balanced diet 
and we get beautiful nutritious all natural 
cow’s milk.
The corn paddocks are now being 
replanted with rye grass. An old Kangaroo 
Valley speciality - but that is another 
story.
I felt I was watching a combination of the 
Sydney Royal Easter Show and Luna Park. 
Mark McLennan from Delicious Gardens 
was very excited about riding in some of 
the vehicles. There was a great vibe and a 
sense of camaraderie between everyone, 
working together to get the job done.
      
                    Jeannette Dumbrell  

with Peter Dumbrell and Garth and Gavin Chittick

Photos 1 & 2: Harvesting & chopping corn

Photos 3 & 4: Packing down 
the bun
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The truth about some wine 
myths
Vintage is better quality than non-
vintage (NV) 

This perception comes about because 
vintage Champagne is usually more 
expensive than NV. Unlike vintage 
Champagne, which comes from a specific 
harvest and reflects the character of 
the vintage, NV is a blend of different 
harvests and is made consistently to a 
house style. There are some excellent 
NV Champagnes that rival vintage 
Champagne.

Champagne doesn’t age well 

Actually, Champagne ages very well. It 
must, however, be carefully cellared in 
a cool, dark, quiet place. Great vintages 
can be aged for decades, perhaps 
losing some effervescence but taking 
on a delicious complexity of flavour. A 
heady degustation dinner at Tetsuya’s 
in the late ‘90s paired dishes with Dom 
Perignon from 1985, 1980, 1973, 1964 
and 1959. Even the 1959 was remarkably 
fresh. A wine is declared a vintage if it’s 
exceptional, and it’s exceptional because 
it has all the great characters expected 
to be able to last at least 20 years in the 
bottle. 

Red wine causes more headaches than 
white wine 

Contrary to popular belief, sulfites do not 
cause headaches, although they can cause 
an allergic reaction for some unlucky folk. 
Sulphur dioxide is a common preservative 
found in many foods, as well as in wine, 
and is naturally produced by the body. 
But red wines generally have less added 
sulfites than white wines. Any headaches 
are more likely caused by over-indulging 
and dehydration. Not sure how you’re 
going to broach this with diners who are 
convinced that red wine gives them a 
headache. Let sleeping dogs lie perhaps. 
Maybe suggest drinking some more water 
during the meal to give the liver and 
kidneys a bit of a break.

Cheese and wine are a perfect match 

Some cheeses, such as creamy 
camembert, soft brie and other surface-
ripened cheeses, coat the tongue and 
actually disguise the nuances of a good 
wine. Choose your cheese and wine match 
carefully. White, fortified and sparkling 
wines are often better matches for soft 
cheese than red wine. And just to be on 
the safe side, pop some dried fruit, nuts, 
bread or crackers on the cheese plate. 
They’re not just there to fill up the plate 

- they’ll cover up imperfections if the 
wine and cheese pairing isn’t quite right.

Only leftover white wine should be 
refrigerated 

Refrigeration helps preserve wine as much 
for red as it does for white. Having said 
that, all wine should be consumed as soon 
as possible after it is opened. The rate 
of oxidation is slowed down by reducing 
the temperature, wine’s natural enemy. 
Expect the wine to last with quality for a 
maximum three days only (white or red). 

Wine is better with legs 

The legs, or the streaks that run down 
the inside of the glass when you twirl it, 
are not an indicator of quality but rather 
of alcohol content only. Because of the 
way that alcohol evaporates, wines that 
are higher in alcohol usually have slower 
dripping legs.

Small wineries make better wines 

It’s a romantic notion, so sorry to 
disillusion you, but bigger wine producers 
benefit from more resources (financial 
and otherwise), winemaking talent and 
economies of scale. It’s feasible for 
large companies to make boutique-style 
wines within the context of a mass-
production facility. (Not that they all 
do; we’re talking about what they can 
do.) Yet people love the stories that go 
with family-run, boutique and heritage 
wineries; diners are generally reluctant to 
order a wine that they can easily find at 
the bottle shop next door.

Wine tastes better with age

Just as people don’t always improve with 
age, wine doesn’t always age gracefully 
either. Most white wines are made for 
immediate consumption, and most reds 
are best drunk within about five years. 
Many wines can be past their prime quite 
quickly. Wines that do have the potential 
to age nicely will do so only if they have 
been properly cellared.

Opening a bottle allows it to breathe

Wine actually opens up better in the 
glass than it does in a bottle with a 
narrow neck that allows less air in. Use a 
decanter if you really want to aerate the 
wine. 

All old wines need decanting

Stop there! Put that decanter down. 
Decanting can sometimes improve 
expensive wine by opening up the 
tannins, but older wines can also be 
fragile. If a wine has reached its peak, 
decanting it might be just enough to 
tip it over the edge. Open it and drink 
it straight away, it’s got plenty of age 
already. Maybe just pour it slowly in case 
of excessive sediment, in which case 
decanting would help remove sediment.

Red wine is best served at room 
temperature

That may be so if room temperature is 
14ºC to 18ºC. If the room is hotter, it 
might pay to cool the wine down so that 
you can appreciate all its flavours in full 
glory. Around 18º is good for a full-bodied 
Shiraz or Cabernet; 14º is recommended 
for a lighter or medium-bodied wine.

Chardonnay should be served chilled

If, like me, you adore Chardonnay and 
all its complexity, you’ll understand that 
many restaurants and bars serve wine far 
too cold. Tell them to keep the ice bucket 
and place the wine on the table to warm 
up a bit. Keep the wine around 14º to 
18º to ensure you get the best out of the 
wine. If the wine is too cold you don’t 
taste it, especially if it’s Sauvignon Blanc.

Merlot is ordinary

We probably have the (otherwise 
excellent) movie, Sideways, to thank for 
this one. Sales of Merlot are said to have 
plummeted after the movie’s release. The 
truth is that Petrus, one of the world’s 
most expensive wines, is mainly Merlot. 
Merlot is widely used in prestigious 
Bordeaux blends and very commonly used 
with Cabernet Sauvignon to add a fullness 
and richness to the middle palate of the 
blend. Ordinary Merlot is ordinary but 
well made and attention to detail when 
getting the phenolic’s right at picking can 
produce outstanding wine.

Chardonnay is boring

Tell that to a Australian winemaker. 
There’s an enormous range of Chardonnay 
styles on the market, some crispy and 
fresh, others with more complexity but 
beautifully balanced. In Chardonnay land, 
there’s something for everyone. There’s 
a reason why it’s the most popular white 
wine in the world. People need to get 
over the 90s ABC approach and try it 
again.

A wine writer, winemaker or Master of 
Wine knows more than you about what 
wine you like.

You are the master of your own palate; 
experiment, try new wine styles and 
varietals. Only you will know what you 
like no matter how much you know. Enjoy 
the wine and even better if you like the 
flavours and the price. A $15 bottle can 
be just as good and rewarding as a $75 
bottle of wine. Don’t let snobbery or 
elitism lead your opinion. The more you 
try, the better the chances are of finding 
more wines you like.

Ask me a question on KV Wino’s on 
Facebook Community or Twitter: @
WineEducator & Instagram: wineeducator.

      
    Michael Quirk
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A Bumper 
Harvest

                                                               
A morning of mist and rain, and so it 
continued off and on throughout the day. 
Nothing daunted the cheerful pickers who 
arrived early at Yarrawa Estate for the 
annual harvesting of the Chambourcin 
grapes. 

Thirty sets of busy hands, armed with 
secateurs and clad in raincoats, boots and 
droopy hats, set about stripping the vines 
of the luscious fruit and filling the buckets 
so quickly the collection carts had 
difficulty keeping up. What a wonderful 
vintage this will be with twice the yield 
from 2018! After a delicious lunch and 
several glasses of Chambourcin, we sat 
around and chatted, swapping stories 
from previous years and deciding it had 
all been great fun. 

Thank you Sue and Mark for your 
hospitality. I really look forward to the 
Yarrawa Estate 2019 vintage.  
          

Joan Bray

Valley Movies: April 19
See ad on page 4

ANZAC Day: April 25 
More info on page 12

Fundraiser for Shelterbox: April 27th 
See ad on page 12                                                     

KVPS Sculpture Launch: May 1
More info on page 32

KV Arts Festival: 3-4th May
artsinthevalley.net.au

Not the Bohemian Rhapsody: May 11
See ad on page 13 

Upcoming 
Events... Don’t forget...

Glengarry boys help out
                                                        
Thank you to the 22 boys from Glengarry 
Campus, Dorm B. This lively and very 
industrious group of students, armed with 
rakes and shovels and dozens of buckets, 
manned the wheelbarrows and with 
vigour set about transforming the grounds 
of the Pioneer Museum.
As a result of summer storms and wind, 
there were quite a lot of small branches 
and piles of leaves around the cottages 
and the general walking areas. It was 
looking a bit untidy. Not now! The paths 
have been de-cluttered and raked, 
the machinery sheds swept clean and 
the gardens carefully mulched. All this 
activity after a morning working at FIG. 
They departed the museum after a well-
earned reward of freshly made scones, 
and I feel sure slept well that night. We 
are very fortunate to again have the help 
of the college for this community service 
and wish to thank the teachers and 
Principal for their enthusiastic support.       
      

Joan Bray Left:  The team at Yarrawa Estate
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Dorothy Rebbeck was born at 
Nowra on 26 August 1930 to parents Victor 
and Annie Jarrett.  Dorothy was the fourth 
child in a family of five children. Margaret, 
Thomas, Stanley all deceased and survived 
by her younger sister Elizabeth.
Dorothy lived at ‘Ocean View’ on 
Cambewarra Mountain until about the age 
of seven. She was home schooled there. 
This was in the time of the depression, 
so whatever was consumed on the 
property was made on the property. They 
butchered their own meat, making bacon, 
and Dorothy helped her mum to make 
handmade soap. Then the family moved 
to ‘Cedar Grove’ in Kangaroo Valley.
Dorothy was educated at Kangaroo Valley 
Public School but couldn’t go to high 
school as there was no school bus to get 
her to Nowra. Instead she stayed on at 
the primary school and did her higher 
education by correspondence, helped by 
the Principal, and helping to teach the 
younger children until she was old enough 
to leave school. The family would attend 
the Church of the Good Shepherd each 
Sunday where Dorothy taught Sunday 
school and was confirmed.
Dorothy played hockey in the first ever 
Kangaroo Valley hockey team. However, 
due to her commitment to helping on the 
farm and with home duties, she only got 
to play for one year. 
Dorothy will be remembered as a 
matriarch of a large family. The story of 
which begins when John Rebbeck, whilst 
a prisoner of war at Changi Prison, met 
George Jarrett, Dorothy’s uncle. George 
Jarrett took John Rebbeck under his 
wing whilst in prison and organised a 

celebration for him on his 21st birthday. 
John told George that when they got out 
of there he would go to Kangaroo Valley 
and look him up. Sadly, George did not 
survive the war but John still came to 
Kangaroo Valley to meet George’s family. 
This is when Dorothy met John Rebbeck. 
They married at Nowra on 24 February 
1948. They made their home at ‘Cedar 
Grove’ where they milked cows and grew 
some of the best vegetables in the area. 
Dorothy would deliver these vegetables to 
customers.
Dorothy and John had 11 children, ten 
boys and one girl: Trevor(deceased), Ian, 
David, John (Jnr), Allwyn (Ally), Victor 
(Terry), Darryl, twins Neal and Roslyn, 
Rendall (Lee) and Owen.
So the family grew from there with many 
grandchildren and now great-grandchildren, 
now with more than 60 descendants.
Dorothy was a very capable cook. She 
worked as a cook at the canteen when 
Tallowa Dam was being built, as well as at 
the Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club and The 
Friendly Inn. It didn’t matter who or how 
many visited the Rebbeck home, Dorothy 
would cook a lovely wholesome meal. 
This skill has been passed on through the 
family and many of her grandchildren are 
gifted cooks. Dorothy was also a very keen 
knitter, and knitted many a jumper for all 
her grandchildren which are being passed 
on down to her great-grandchildren.
The family’s annual two-week holiday 
was very important to them. Some of the 
family would stay home to maintain the 
farm and milk the cows. The other family 
members would perch up on bales of hay 
on the trailer pulled by a tractor and 
off they’d go to Lower Bugong to camp. 

There they would catch fish, John would 
shoot rabbits and Dorothy would make 
damper - feeding their growing family.
Dorothy and John sold ‘Cedar Grove’ and 
moved to the ‘Old Green House’, as they 
called it, in 1973. This is where many a 
visitor would call in and the house always 
seemed to be overflowing with family and 
friends. Then they built their new home 
next door.
As the children grew up, Dorothy and John 
bought a camper van, then a caravan, to 
go travelling. They did many a trip around 
Australia in the 80s and 90s. John would 
fish and Dorothy would read and knit as 
they travelled around the country, visiting 
family and friends on the way.
Sadly, Dorothy’s eldest son Trevor died 
of Leukaemia in 1983, and her beloved 
husband John died in 1994 whilst fishing 
in North Queensland.
One of Dorothy’s greatest passions was 
Kangaroo Valley Pioneer Museum.  She 
was very involved with the re-opening 
of Walker Bridge and dedicated many 
hours volunteering at the museum. 
Through her commitment to the museum 
and her involvement with the Church 
Ladies Auxiliary and Country Women’s 
Association, she passed on a wealth of 
local knowledge.
In 2003 Dorothy sold the family home in 
Kangaroo Valley and moved to Bigga, where 
she lived with her youngest son Owen.
Over the years Dorothy has attended many 
grandchildren’s birthday parties and weddings.
Dorothy, Mum, Grandma and Great-
Grandma is and will always be 
remembered as a strong and beautiful 
women. The world is a much better place 
for her having been here. Loved always.
      
    Joy Rebbeck

Dorothy Rebbeck  28.8.1930 - 21.2.2019
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Contact us on (02) 4464 1899 to make an appointment at one of our clinics today.

Berry Vet Clinic

Horizontal Orientation

Berry Vet Clinic

Horizontal Orientation

Kangaroo Valley Consulting Room

Ph: (02) 4464 1899   Email: info@berryvet.com.au   Web: www.berryvet.com.au
House calls at no extra charge and 24 Hour emergency service available

Kangaroo Valley 
Consulting Room

162 Moss Vale Road
Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577

Open: Tue-Thu 2-4pm

All Creatures Mobile Vet

Personalised Veterinary care       
at home

By appointment
www.allcreaturesmobilevet.com.au

All Creatures 
Shoalhaven Heads

5/121 Shoalhaven Heads 
Road, Shoalhaven Heads 
NSW 2535

Open: Mon-Fri 8am-5:30pm, 
Sun 10am-12

Berry Vet 
Clinic

84 Queen Street
Berry NSW 2535

Open: Mon-Friday 
8am-6pm,

Sat 9am-12

GET TO KNOW YOUR LOCAL VET
When you visit one of the Berry Vet Clinic 
practices, you will meet members of our 
wonderful team of Vets and Nurses. You 
may also see them out and about in the local 
community. Each member of our team has a 
passion for animals and have many of their 
own to care for. Here is a profile on our very 
own Dr Sam. 

Sam also works closely with the Physiotherapists  
from Capital Animal Physiotherapy. Animal 
Physiotherapists must first be qualified as human 
Physios before completing further study to treat 
animals. This training means we will offer  
exceptional and tailored therapeutic care.

If your pet is experiencing aged or arthritis related 
discomfort or pain, please call the clinic to book a 
consultation with Dr Sam Singleton.

Sam with her dogs Wilson and Huey.

Pet rehabilitation and physiotherapy 

Mobility in all pets is an important part of achieving 
good quality of life. Sam is passionate about treating 
animals that require therapeutic massage and 
manipulation to achieve this outcome. She will work 
with you to ensure your older pet is pain free and 
can continue to enjoy walking and other activities. 
With Winter fast approaching, this is an opportune 
time to have an arthritis check-up.

Dr Sam Singleton  BSc BVMS (Hons)

Sam grew up on the outskirts of suburban Sydney where she 
worked for the local vet after school. She was also an obedience 
instructor for the local dog training club and a member of 
ORRCA (a whale rescue group) where she was involved in 
releasing whales back into the ocean after being stranded.

After completing university, Sam worked in Perth for a couple 
of years, before moving back to the east coast and practicing 
in Sydney. In 2007, Sam and her husband packed up the kids, 
escaped the city, and headed for the South Coast. She joined 
the team at Berry Vet Clinic in early 2018 and is a vibrant and 
popular member of the team.

Sam enjoys the challenge and variety of work in mixed practice. 
No day is ever the same, which is all part of the appeal of 
veterinary medicine. She has an interest in rehabilitation, 
whether that be helping an animal athlete perform at their peak, 
aiding in the recovery from surgery or ensuring that elderly 
animals maintain their mobility. Sam shares her home with her 
husband and kids, plus dogs, a cat, horses, budgies, chickens, 
geese and fish. When not at work, she enjoys riding the horses 
and spending time with her family in the bush or at the beach.
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Triva Questions:(answers on page 41) 
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

1. Who succeeded Joseph Stalin as 
leader of the Soviet Union?

2. What Latin term refers (literally) 
to a writer or composer’s ‘great 
work’?

3. The pollex is better known as 
which part of the human body?

4. What is the capital of Kuwait?

5. The 1995 autobiography ‘Dreams 
From My Father’ is by which US 
politician?

6. Who was the first serving US 
President to visit Australia?

7. What is a male honey bee called?

8. A silkie is what type of bird?

9. Which African country is known as 
the ‘Great Red Island’? 

10. What is the name of Moe’s pet cat 
in the cartoon show The Simpsons? 

11. Late American singer/songwriter 
Buddy Holly was born in which 
state in 1936? 

12. Who said, ‘Housework can’t kill 
you, but why take a chance?’

Sculpture in the Valley 
2019, Artist-in-Residence sculptor 
Elyssa Sykes-Smith is working with 
Kangaroo Valley Public School students 
to create a site specific sculpture for 
the school. A new project for Arts in the 
Valley/Sculpture in the Valley, Elyssa 
is working with each class to create a 
joint sculptural work for the front of the 
school. Each student will create their own 
maquette and contribute a section to the 
main sculpture. The KVPS sculpture will 
be launched on Wednesday 2 May, and 

New Ideas Introduced 
to KVPS Students

accompanied by a student exhibition of 
sculptural works.
The response from the students and staff 
has been enthusiastic. 
“It has opened up our imaginations a bit 
more toward art”, and “It has allowed me 
to really concentrate and think deeply 
about what I am doing” said Years 5 & 6 
students Juliana, Tori and Nerissa.
      
    Colleen Fry        

Director

  Sculpture in the Valley 2019
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3 - 5
may
2019 

Information and tickets:
artsinthevalley.net.au

Piers Lane AO
Wayne Stuart OAM 

Andrew Haveron 
Umberto Clerici 
Acacia Quartet 

Peter Coleman-Wright AO
Paul Goodchild 
Sydney Brass 
Natalia Ricci 

Michael Endres
Kristian Chong

Dr Jane McKellar 
Susanne Powell

Royal Australian Navy Band

Kangaroo Valley 
Arts Festival ar

ts
 

 fe
st

iva
l

hausmusik | re
citals | sculpture | fa

mily concerts 

Arts in the Valley will present 
its seventh biennial Arts Festival over 
the weekend of 3-5 May. The Festival 
is a celebration of music and theatre 
performance and runs in parallel with our 
acclaimed sculpture exhibition. 

The centrepiece of the Festival will be 
two magnificent Stuart and Sons concert 
grand pianos, which will be located at the 
Kangaroo Valley Hall. These wonderful 
instruments will be featured in a solo 
recital by pianist Piers Lane AO, and a 
two-piano recital with pianists Michael 
Endres and Natalia Ricci. Master piano 
craftsman, Wayne Stuart OAM, will also 
be on hand to give a talk on the creation 
of these iconic Australian instruments.

A constant feature of our festivals is 
our Hausmusik series. This year’s six 
Hausmusik concerts will feature an 
incredible international line-up of 
performers, including baritone Peter 
Coleman-Wright AO, pianists Piers Lane 
AO and Kristian Chong, cellist Umberto 
Clerici, violinist Andrew Haveron, the 

Acacia Quartet, Sydney Brass, pianist 
Susanne Powell and narrator, Dr Jane 
McKellar. Choosing which Hausmusik 
concerts to attend poses a major problem 
for festival-goers. Three beautiful local 
houses are providing the venues for these 
concerts: ‘Blackrock’ (Mount Scanzi 
Road), ‘Serenata’ (Walkers Lane) and the 
‘Bishop House’ (Wattamolla Road).

This year’s festival will also present a 
Family Concert Day on Sunday 5th when 
the Royal Australian Navy Band will give a 
free concert in Osborne Park, followed by 
a concert in the adjacent hall when Jillian 
O’Dowd, Robert Constable and the Acacia 
Quartet will give a performance of Nick 
Enright and Vincent Plush’s deliciously 
funny The Maitland and Morpeth String 
Quartet.

Finally, the sculpture exhibition attracts 
visitors from Sydney, Canberra, across the 
Illawarra, Shoalhaven and Far South Coast 
regions and will be held at the beautiful 
Kangaroo Valley property ‘Cedar Grove’, 
the home of John and Denise Wright. 
At this magnificent location the display 

of the outdoor and indoor sculptures by 
well-known and emerging sculptors will 
delight all. All exhibits will be available 
for purchase.

This year the sculpture prize money has 
been increased to total $30,000 and a 
$1,000 Photo Competition Prize. The 
exhibition will be open Friday 3 May to 
Sunday 5 May, 10am - 4pm. Sculptor in 
Residence program with Kangaroo Valley 
Public School students are also on view at 
the school. A café operated by the school 
and coffee will be available on site.

The Arts Festival is a wonderful 
celebration of artistic endeavour, creative 
imagination and high level professional 
skill, has something for everyone and is 
not to be missed.

      
                          Robert Constable 
   Festival Director

Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival - 
Australian Made
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ANZAC Day is Thursday, 25 April. 

If you wish to lay a wreath during the Service, please deliver 
it to Olivia Harvey at the podium adjacent to the Memorial, 
no later than 9am. This is very important as the floral tributes 
need to be listed and placed in front of the Memorial fence and 
the list given to the MC, before the start of the event. Then the 
names will be called in order by the MC, Derek Lucas. Programs 
and rosemary will be available at the Memorial site and Osborne 
Park.

Both adults and children are welcome to march and should 
assemble at Osborne Park no later than 9am.

Moss Vale Road will be closed to traffic, both before Osborne 
Park and the school, from 9.50am until 10.10 am.

The March will leave from Osborne Park at 10am and proceed to 
the Memorial for the Commemorative Service.

The Parade will be led by Capt Tony Aldred RAN and the 
Catafalque Party supplied by ‘Albatross’. We are hopeful for a 
fly-over from the RAAF and HARS.

The Commemorative Address will be delivered by Rosemary 
Aldred, the ‘Sir’ poem recited by Charlotte Jones, and the 
‘Ode ‘spoken by Jaiden Hambrook. There will be helpers at 
the Memorial, marchers with the national flags and community 
wreath-laying by students. These young people of Kangaroo 
Valley will play an important and significant role in the Service.

Following the Service the family day at the Hall will feature a 
delicious sausage sizzle, courtesy of the Lions Club, and morning 
tea complete with Anzac biscuits.

The origins of ANZAC in Kangaroo Valley

In 2000, following the resignation of the organizer or this event, 
a small Committee was formed to ensure it was continued. It 
was decided to involve more members of the community and 
the school children.
Having a high ranking ex-naval man to lead the parade was a 
bonus and there were enough ‘diggers’ to form the basis of the 
march from the Showground to the Cenotaph.  HMAS ‘Albatross’ 
provided the catafalque party, a guest speaker for the ANZAC 
address was chosen each year from the community and three 
seniors from the primary school carried the flags at the head of 
the parade. 
Children and relatives are invited to march with Returned men 
and women, wearing family Service medals. The school children 
also march as part of the Parade, as do the Scouts and students 
from the High Schools in the area. 
The ceremony in conducted at the Cenotaph, and the ‘ODE ‘and 
‘SIR’ poems recited by a boy and girl school leader respectively. 
The choir also sing two ANZAC songs.
Wreathe are laid by members of the community and again 
selected boys and girls contribute to this. A very emotional 
ceremony and as the years have passed the attendance has 
steadily grown to a now very rewarding 1200 people.  
The day does not end with the March and Ceremony; a family 
gathering at the Showground follow the return of the Parade. A 
sausage sizzle and tea and anzac biscuits, courtesy, the LIONS 
Club, followed by the announcement of the winners of the 
ANZAC competitions. 
In order to ensure children are aware of the reasons this day is 
so important to all Australians and be informed of the significant 
theatres of combat in WW1 and WW11, the Committee decided 
to enlist the help of the local School. Students are asked 
to draw pictures and write short stories on selected topics 
[different each year], illustrating the ‘ANZAC SPIRIT’. These are 
judged by a group of men and women in the community and 
displayed at the local hall on ANZAC day. The prizes are sourced 
from various tourist attractions proprietors who have responded 
most generously to requests each year. 
As every child has contributed, all students are rewarded with 
a commemorative coin from the Mint and these are distributed 
at the school Anzac Service when the students return from term 
holidays.  
We are very proud of our special ANZAC service of 
commemoration and remembrance and hope that our efforts 
will ensure that ‘spirit’ will be kept sacred in the hearts of the 
young people of the next generation. 

  Joan Bray         

ANZAC Day in Kangaroo Valley
There will be free drinks for the children who have participated 
in the March and Service. Thank you to Peter Thompson from 
the Friendly Inn.

The prizes for the students who will have worked hard with 
their entries in the poster and essay competitions will be 
awarded and the James Bray Memorial Shield presented. The 
artwork will be on display in the Hall. Thank you to Jacqui Lenz 
for this facility.

We look forward to your support for this event 

All queries to Joan Bray on 4465 1851 or Derek Lucas on 4465 1583.
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Facts about funerals
This is the third in a series of extracts 
from this year’s diary produced by Legal 
Aid NSW containing legal advice for older 
people.
If you need to arrange for a funeral for a 
family member or friend, or you want to 
plan ahead for your own funeral, it can be 
hard to know where to start.
Cost
Funerals can cost from $4,000 for a basic 
cremation to around $15,000 for a more 
elaborate casket, burial and flowers. The 
cost may include:
• funeral director’s fees
• transport
• coffin
• death certificate
• permits
• burial or cremation
• cemetery plot
• other expenses, eg a religious or 
secular celebrant, flowers, newspaper 
notices and a wake.
Planning ahead to pay for your own 
funeral
There are several options. You can:
• save money in an interest-bearing 
bank account
• arrange a funeral bond through a 
funeral director
• arrange a pre-paid funeral; discuss 
the options with a funeral director 
and ensure that your money is put in a 
‘registered fund’ for safe-keeping

• rely on your superannuation or life 
insurance death benefit payment
• take out funeral insurance.
Funeral insurance policies
These policies may be attractive if 
you want to spare your loved ones 
from paying for your funeral. However, 
some policies are risky or a waste of 
money. Advertising can be confusing or 
misleading, so check all the details before 
you sign up.
Premiums may start low, but can rise 
steeply as you age, and can quickly 
become unaffordable for those living on 
the pension. If you can’t keep up the 
payments you may lose your cover, plus 
all the money you’ve already paid.
If you’ve paid premiums for a long time, 
many policies will pay out much less for 
the funeral than the amount you’ve paid. 
Insurance is really only worth it financially 
for those who hold the policy for 5-10 
years before they die. Some policies are 
‘capped’, so you never pay more than 
the benefit your family will get. Or, if 
you keep paying, your family will get the 
extra money that you paid.
Further information
Funeral directors must follow an 
‘information standard’, which includes 
telling you the cost of their basis funeral 
option and what it covers; giving you an 
itemised quote in advance; and giving you 
an itemised statement of the goods and 
services provided before they accept final 
payment. See www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.
au.
Paying for Funerals gives helpful questions 
to ask an insurance company if you’re 
thinking about buying funeral insurance. 
Visit www.moneysmart.gov.au, and look 
under ‘Life events &you.Over 55s.paying 
for your funeral’. The website also has 
information about paying for funerals 
ahead of time, and the pros and cons of 

different funeral products.
Seniors guide to consumers’ rights in NSW 
has a chapter called ‘Planning ahead’ 
which includes a useful checklist of things 
to think about when planning a funeral. 
Visit www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au or call 
13 32 20.
Rest assured: a legal guide to wills, 
estates and funerals in NSW is an online 
practical guide with information about 
funeral funds. You can find it at www.
legalanswers.sl.nsw.gov.au under the 
‘Wills, estates and planning ahead 
section, or under the ‘Books online’ tab.
The Law Handbook has information about 
Wills, Estates and Funerals. You can 
find it at your local library or at www.
legalanswers.sl.nsw.gov.au.
The Representing Yourself section at 
www.lawaccess.nsw.gov.au has practical 
self-help information about how to 
deal with an estate after someone dies, 
including notification of death, funerals, 
gathering information about the estate, 
what to do with the estate, small estates, 
applying for probate or administration, 
distributing the estate, and family 
provision claims.
Australian Financial Complaints Authority 
can help resolve complaints about 
insurance products, including life and 
funeral insurance. Call 1800 931 678 or 
visit www.afca.org.au.
NSW Department of Births, Deaths and 
Marriages
For information about registration of 
deaths and to see if a will is registered, 
call Service NSW on 13 77 88 or visit www.
bdm.nsw.gov.au.
Centrelink
For information about a bereavement 
payment or other help after a loved 
one dies, call 13 23 00 or visit www.
humanservices.gov.au.
Australian Funeral Directors Association
To find a funeral director near you, 
call1300 888 188 or visit www.adfa.org.
au.
Cemeteries and Crematoria Association of 
NSW
For information about member 
cemeteries and crematoria and 
information about the funeral process, 
including frequently asked questions, call 
9264 2000 or visit www.ccansw.org.au.
NSW Fair Trading
For information about funeral products, 
or to make a complaint about a funeral 
director, cemetery or crematorium, call 
13 32 20 or 1800 500 330, or visit www.
fairtrading.nsw.gov.au and look under 
‘Buying products & services>Buying 
services>Funerals’. 
Avoid a Funeral Rip-Off at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=No9gGobH451.
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The Friendly Inn is again 
sponsoring Trivia evenings on the first 
Monday of the month, with spot prizes of 
vouchers redeemable at the pub bistro 
and front bar. Last month we gave away 
seven $10 spot prizes (so everyone is in 
with a chance) and raised $230 for our 
Kangaroo Valley Public School – whilst 
having a giggle, and jiggling the brain 
cells (some needed more jiggling than 
others).
Whether you fancy yourself akin to 
Stephen Hawking and have your own 
thoughts on the origin of evolution and 
the universe; Albert Einstein (after all, 
everything is just relative); a film buff; or 
more of a Baby Spice like Emma Bunton; 
there is a spot waiting for you at the 
table. All are welcome – come with family 
or friends or come on your own and leave 
with a whole new set of friends.
Enjoy an early dinner, grab a wine, 
raise some funds for our local school, 
congregate and celebrate being part of 
our wonderful community and test your 
knowledge of (or luck with) little-known 
facts and unimportant matters.
Dates: Monday 1st April and Monday 6th 
May – Start time of 7pm – at The Friendly 
Inn in Kangaroo Valley.
   Brenda Sambrook

Pub Trivia is Back

Your new Trivia host, Brenda

Trivia in the 
Valley
@The 

Friendly Inn
Monday Ist April & 6 May

7pm Start
New Format New Questions

New Hosts\

Prizes to be Won.

Money raised for our
Kangaroo Valley Public School Get prepared for trivia with our 

Trivia Questions on page 10! Then 
check your answers on page 41
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Southern Highlands
Moss Vale Office 
rh.com.au/southernhighlands

Frank Barker
0456 555 422 
frank.barker@sh.rh.com.au

Price Guide $695,000 - $750,000

Affordable Living

Paradise Found!

Price Guide $985,000 - $1,050,000

8.5 Acres

20.23 Hectares

1

2

2

4

3 

6 

Own Your Own Mountain

Price Guide $1,500,000

110 Hectares

Endless Views

Price Guide $795,000 - $825,000

State of the Art

769sqm23
Price Guide $1,495,000 - $1,595,000

Perfect Acreage Hideaway

90 Acres

Acre Wonderland

24 5223m2

Call today for a free no obligation market appraisal.

“Excellent Agent - Warm, Open & Honest - We chose Frank to sell our house as he has excellent local knowledge & a 
genuine love of the area. We just knew we would be in good hands with Frank, he is extremely professional, has a very 
warm, open & honest personality & kept us informed every step of the way. We are very happy we chose Frank & want to 
thank him for all his help & support in both the sale of our house & the purchase of our new home. If you are thinking of 
selling your home, we highly recommend getting in touch with Frank.” 

Nick & Margaret Holt - Fitzroy Falls

Ideal Getaway

5 Acres 

Sold&Congratulations

In The Zone

Price Guide $780,000 - $820,000

2 1809m24 2 

Price Guide $695,000 - $745,000

13 2 

Price Guide $2,250,000 - $2,450,000
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We’ll make theearth   move
under your feet

For a complete list of tasks we tackle
check out the website

or ...
on the drive way; at the house site 
in the subdivision; on the property; 
in the dam ...

In fact, Selbys can, and do, make the 
earth move just about anywhere!

Selbys Earthmoving has an extensive range of modern machinery
to ensure we have the right equipment for your job!

SELBYS EARTHMOVING
selbys.net.au

David 0428 429 398 or Sharon 4465 1186     |     info@selbys.net.au

25
YEARS

FOR OVER

SE
RV

ICING THE 

LOCAL COMMUN
IT

Y 

PTY LTD
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The Bevy Book Club comprises a mix of 
Kangaroo Valley and Berry members, 
which has given us all a door to 
friendships in both places while exposing 
us to different genres and styles and 
challenging us to read books outside our 
preferred genre and comfort zone. We 
generally make our choices by looking 
at what others are reading, at what 
is being recommended by the critics 
or by checking what books have won 
literary prizes. Generally we have a 
mixed response to the choice of book, 
some enjoying it while others find it 
less appealing, which stimulates much 
discussion as to the whys and wherefores 
of the content. Our last two books, 
however, were universally disliked and 
given a firm thumbs down, so I guess this 
review is a “what NOT to read”, rather 
than the other way round.
The first was The Tattooist of Auschwitz, 
which claims to have been based on a 
true story, so one would be forgiven to 
think that the facts would be true even if 
padded out with imaginary conversation. 
A dangerous subject anyway given its 
recent and appalling history. Many of 
us had  been to see this terrible place, 
which we did not think the author could 
possibly have done. If she had ,she could 
not have trivialised it the way she has. 
Had she been to Auschwitz and walked  
into the chilling hall that exposes the 
rows of windows in which each one shows 
personal items that had been taken from 
the arrivals – the piles of shoes in one, 
false teeth in the next, artificial limbs 
in the next, suitcases, plates, mugs and 
so on - each window piled up giving one 
the idea of the scale of the operation. 
The shock of seeing the bolts of cloth 
that were woven from the hair shaved 
from the heads of these poor people. She 
could not have seen the execution yard 
and the terrible tales of human ‘medical’ 
experimentation and not made sure her 
facts were right. She could not have 
trivialised this place had she viewed the 
rows and rows of mug shots taken by the 
Nazis of the ‘convicts’ and their so-called 
crimes or, if she had, then proceeded to 
Birkenau and seen the forbidding arch 
through which the trains would pass, the 
lines ending by the gas ovens, or entered  
the cold wooden huts, the only air and 
light coming from the gap from the raised 
trusses of the roof, when you know that 
temperatures in Poland can drop to -30º 
in the winter; the three-tiered bunks in 
which six or more people would have to 
sleep, the newest ones taking the bottom 
where the excrement of others would 
dribble down onto them; or the wall-less 

rows of long-drop toilets, wooden boxes 
over the pits with absolutely no privacy 
and which the inmates were only allowed 
to use twice a day.
We were incensed that this author uses 
the emotive name of Auschwitz to sell 
her book. We were angered and appalled 
that it has received such accolades, and a 
mini-series is to be made. No doubt many 
readers will take the so-called history as 
gospel given that it is based on a ‘true 
story’ and turn the last page thinking that 
Auschwitz was no more than a somewhat 
brutal holiday camp. A spokesperson for 
her publisher said it has never claimed to 
be an official history, but we wondered 
how many readers would know that. 
The fact that it is only 70 years since it 
occurred, and the absolute brutality and 

horror of this terrible event, puts a big  
responsibility on the person who tells this 
story. The tattooist who fell in love with 
one of his subjects and both of whom 
managed to survive is probably true, but 
we felt that the mushy love story she 
creates while not taking in the reality 
of this terrible place was an absolute 
insult to the survivors. Morris thanks 
her two researchers for their “brilliant 
investigative skills” in their research; it 
makes you wonder where they looked.
Aside from the numerous inaccuracies, 
the words she uses  for the voice of 
her characters is that of a rather poor 
American TV soap of the 21st century, 
which irritated us all intensely. 
As you can imagine this meeting was 
fiery, with our absolute condemnation of 
this book and the anger we felt over its 
inaccuracies and romanticised content. 
The fervent wish for us all was that we 
had not wasted our money and time on 
such drivel.
Our next book was Less by Andrew Sean 
Greer, which won the Pulitzer Prize for 
fiction in 2018 and “less” just about sums 
it up! We found little to say about it and 
felt “Less”was definitely more in this 

The reality of Auschwitz

case. Described as a satirical comedy, we 
found it neither funny nor clever enough 
to warrant a big prize. We acknowledged 
that most critics liked it, and it has been 
generally well received, but we found the 
book to be a boring, mediocre travelogue 
of a boring, mediocre novelist who is full 
of insecurities and the fear of ageing, 
running away from  a failed love affair. 
“Less” seems a shallow sort of guy who 
seems to gain nothing from his travels 
and learn nothing about himself, and we 
were left wondering what the point of 
the book was. The story seemed be all 
over the place and it was really hard to 
maintain attention. Personally I found 
it a wonderful sleeping draught – I was 
so bored by it,I could not stay awake to 
read it no matter what time of the day I 
attempted to do so. 
We were mystified why this book won the 
Pulitzer prize, and some of us decided 
we would avoid bothering with any other 
Pulitzer prize-winners in the future. 
Surely there is better writing out there 
and much more interesting stories than 
this .We just could not understand why 
it was getting so much praise. If this is 
really the best book available then we 
have hit a sad time in the art of literature 
and we would like to think there is better 
writing out there .
Our next book is Bridge of Clay by Markus 
Zusak. I have only read the first few 
chapters and I am already enjoying it 
more than either of the above two! 
      
  Barbara Acworth
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Protecting yourself and your 
business on social media
The recent horrific events in Christchurch 
have led many people to question the role 
social media plays in society. Bullying, 
crime and many more terrible things like 
Christchurch have taken place across the 
various platforms, which have until now 
remained largely unregulated.

While the major platforms are taking 
steps to stamp out online bullying and 
crime, this is a sensitive, difficult and 
lengthy task to undertake and it could be 
many months, or even years, before we 
have a suitable resolution.

So when it comes to you and your 
business, it is certainly worthwhile 
knowing some of the basic steps you can 
take now to protect yourself on the major 
social media platforms – Facebook and 
Instagram.

Make your personal profiles private

Both Facebook and Instagram have the 
ability to make your profile private. It is 

I wanted to begin this ‘chatter’ by 
introducing the KVCTC ‘team’.
Alison Baker, President, is owner manager 
of Banksia Park with Paul Williams.
Bruno Henke, Treasurer, is the owner 
of Big Bell farm. Bruno and Elizabeth 
own and manage their very popular and 
successful farm stay business. In his 
spare time Bruno is also treasurer to FIG, 
and on the board of the Pioneer Village 
Museum Land Manager, and has many 
other community interests.
Pat Powell, Secretary, also owns and 
manages a very successful bed and 
breakfast property, while pursuing other 
interests, particularly theatre. 
Geoff Fearon, Vice President. Geoff and 
Gayle own and manage the ‘Man from 
Kangaroo Valley horse ride’. When not 

feeding horses and housekeeping ,Geoff is 
passionate about sustainability and wildlife.
Alexandra Bruce, Membership Officer. 
She and John are owners of a fabulous 
farm stay and passionate about farming 
organically. Alexandra has also been on 
the committee of FIG for many years.
Jan McGregor, committee member, is 
owner-manager of the Heavens Mountain 
Escape and KV Stayz. Jan is passionate 
about all four-legged animals and keeps 
our VIB up to date.
Mark Schwegler, committee member. He 
and Nicky manage their young family and 
a seven day a week business (the General 
Store) with a ten hour trading day. We are 
particularly pleased that Mark is on board 
as he brings the reality of retailing to the 
KVCTC.
All these committee members give of 
their limited and valuable time to assist 
other member businesses on a voluntary 
basis. The KVCTC also contracts Savvy 
Sally Latham to manage our social 
media, and we congratulate Sally on her 
appointment as Voice editor. Clearly, her 

abilities and eye for detail, particularly 
with the camera, have not gone 
unnoticed.
The AGM will be held early in the new 
financial year, and we encourage business 
owners to consider if they would like 
to contribute by nominating for the 
committee. Also , 1 April is the opening 
date for our Earlybird membership. Any 
new member businesses are able to join 
then for the next 15 months for the 12 
months’ fee.
Our social media presence continues 
to gain traction. We recently had our 
most successful week ever, where over 
3,200 people were reached. This helps 
our members as it attracts people to 
visit Kangaroo Valley and support local 
businesses.  
With the recent rain, the Valley will be 
looking great for the influx of tourists this 
Easter!
      
    Alison Baker 

literally just the click of a button in your 
privacy settings. I highly recommend you 
take this step, as it will restrict what 
people who are not ‘friends’ can see.

Be aware however that people can still 
see your profile picture and can still 
attempt to send you a message (but you 
can choose to not accept their messages).

It is also important to note that you 
cannot make a business page private.

Block bullies and profanity

If you find someone is contacting you and 
you do not wish to be contacted, or if 
they are commenting on your business in 
a negative way or using profanities, you 
can block or restrict them. 

As a business, you can hide people’s 
comments on Facebook. This option is 
available when you view the comments. 
You can also block people from liking your 
business page; (however, they must have 
already liked your page for you to block 
them).

On Instagram, you can block people 
which will mean you do not come up in 
any searches they perform, and your bio 
cannot be viewed or your posts seen. 
Again, this is achievable by finding the 
person in question and clicking on the 
block button.

It is worth noting that you can set 
a profanity filter on your Facebook 
business page. You can set the level 
of filter you wish to apply in your 
settings. Once you do this, if someone 
comments inappropriately, Facebook will 
automatically hide their comment from 
the public, and you will still be able to 
see it as the page owner. You can then 
choose to delete it or allow it to be 
public.

General tips

There are many other ways you can 
protect yourself online – too many to 
cover in this article. However as a general 
rule, it is always a good idea to remember 
that whatever you post on social media is 
in some way public. While it may be only 
your friends who see it if you have set 
up the correct privacy settings, there is 
no way of knowing what glitch or change 
could happen in the future, which would 
result in your posts and information being 
viewed by others.

So if you wouldn’t want someone to know, 
don’t post it!

Until next time, see you online.

      
    Sally Latham
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Culburra Waters
Valley residents owe our bushwalking 
group a huge vote of thanks. Cleaning the 
car, hanging out washing, and even (in my 
case) hosting an outdoor party, proved 
futile. It took our intrepid group of eight 
to achieve serious precipitation - by 
bushwalking!

Admittedly, it was some time before our 
altruistic endeavours were rewarded. 
When we parked our cars, at Orient Point, 
the day looked dull, but dry. Passing a 
long public jetty opposite Goodnight 
Island, we walked between mangroves 
and houses, our progress loudly monitored 
by a succession of canine residents. We 
rounded the point, past the Orient Point 
Foreshore Reserve, and found ourselves 
looking across the Crookhaven River 
towards Comerong Island, the site of our 
February bushwalk. We stopped beneath 
some trees for morning tea, and it was 
there that the quandary began: to wear 
or not to wear? (As you may have guessed, 
I refer to rain jackets).

We continued along the foreshore, over 
sand and flattish rocks, stopping to watch 
an army of tiny blue soldier crabs march 
from the sand towards the water, until we 
came to a jetty from which a fisherman 
was feeding his rejects to one of many 
pelicans. By then the quandary had been 
firmly resolved, in favour of donning rain 
jackets and, although it was only noon, 
a covered picnic table seemed too good 
an opportunity to miss for lunch. At least 
it proved a good opportunity for those 
on the down-wind side of the table, for 
those opposite were sitting ducks for the 

rain, which was now so driven by wind 
that even the pelicans were keeping their 
heads down.

We battled on along the foreshore until, 
climbing the knoll (so described by the 
guide book), up a long succession of by 
now dangerously slippery steps to reach 
what remains of the Crookhaven Heads 
lighthouse. The outside has been recently 
painted white, and a sign affixed which 
seeks to deter graffiti “artists”. Sadly 
no such attempt appears to have been 
made with the interior, which is in a sad 
state of disrepair. From the lighthouse 
we visited two nearby viewing platforms 
from which we had spectacular views of 
pounding waves and driving rain.

Like the best laid plans of mice and men, 
ours went awry. Instead of returning to 
the cars via the beach, and although we 
couldn’t possibly have got any wetter, we 
took the quickest route, and squelched 
our way back along the watery road. It 
had already been decided to split the 
Culburra Waters walk, said to take six 
hours, into two, so that beach will be 
added to the other half, later this year.

Our martyrdom proved fully justified 
when we returned to the Valley, to find 
that it was raining there too.

      
   Tony Barnett

Note change from previously advertised 
venue, for both Thursday evening and 
Friday morning to Berry Uniting Church 
Hall, Albert Street, Berry

Thursday 2 May, 7.30pm

Laura Knight: From Newlyn to Nuremberg

Included in membership or $25 at the 
door, a light supper with wine is served.

Friday 3 May, 10am

Americans Abroad: James McNeill Whistler 
and John Singer Sargent and

Women Artists: Their Challenges, 
Ambitions and Achievements

Members $35 or Visitors $40, morning tea 
served between the lectures.

To book EFT payment to BSB: 082-435 ACC 
No: 50503 5938 and email shoalhaven@
adfas.org.au, notifying of your intention 
to attend.

In May ADFAS Shoalhaven’s guest lecturer 
will be Bernard Allan, an independent art 
history tutor who specialises in the work 
of European women artists and American 
Art.

On Thursday evening Bernard will present 
Laura Knight: From Newlyn to Nuremberg. 
From a relatively humble background, 
Laura progressed to be one of Britain’s 
best-known artists and the first female 
Royal Academician since the 18th century. 
Her joie de vivre surfaces in her art. 
She is known for her paintings of sunny 
beaches, the circus, gypsy encampments, 
ballet and theatre, and for her famous 
depiction of the Nuremberg Trials of 1946.

On Friday morning there will be two 
lectures. Americans Abroad: James 
McNeill Whistler and John Singer Sargent 
– two of the most successful American 
artists of the late 19th century. Whistler 
produced sophisticated etchings and oil 
paintings that bring Victorian London 
to life, whilst his Nocturnes evoke an 
atmosphere and mood; creating a new art 
form. Women Artists: Their Challenges, 
Ambitions and Achievements examines 
how the earliest practising female artists 
were confined to convents and little is 
known of their lives. Even in the 20th 
century, the obstacles facing female 
artists were many and significant. This 
lecture focuses on women whose passion 
for painting enabled them to surmount 
hurdles of the male-dominated art world.

Website: www.adfas.org.au/shoalhaven

Email:    shoalhaven@adfas.org.au
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A large community funeral was held on 
12 March at church for the late Dorothy 
Rebbeck. 
A very moving eulogy was read by her 
granddaughters Danielle and Sarah, and 
a presentation of photos of Dorothy’s 
life prepared by another granddaughter, 
Jacqui, was shown. Dorothy and her 
husband John had ten boys and one girl. 
At the funeral it was noted Dorothy now 
had over 60 descendants and counting!
In other church news, our Crossroads 
group for kids in years 3-6 meets every 
Tuesday after school. It is led by Bron 
Johnson with Andrew Paterson. Now that 
there has been some excellent rainfall, 
our canoe day at Melross looks like it will 
go ahead to end our term on 2 April! In 
our short devotion times, the group has 
been listening to the many accounts of 
Jesus’ miracles and words that show he 
is the Son of God. In between we have 
played indoor cricket, ‘Celebrity Heads’ 
and tips, amongst other games. 
At church on Sundays our theme has been 
‘True Discipleship’. We have been looking 
at what Jesus asks of those who follow 
him, from the Gospel of Matthew chapters 
9 through to 20. One of the great things 
about church is having people of all ages 
in the one place praising God. At our 
10am service recently we sang ‘Happy 
Birthday’ to little Esther Unger who 
recently turned seven, and welcomed 
the new twins Raphael and Bindi, born 
recently to Kate and Mike Hole. People 
of all ages are always welcome to come 
along to church to check out what 
happens. We meet at 8-30am and 10am 
every Sunday.  
God bless, 
      
   Andrew Paterson 

The Member for Kiama, Gareth 
Ward MP, presented a cheque for $11,805 
to the Church of the Good Shepherd, 
Kangaroo Valley Anglican Church, recently 
after a successful NSW community grant 
application.
“This is really fantastic news for the 
Church of the Good Shepherd because this 
funding has gone towards removing old 
conduits and lights, replacement of power 
boards, installation of new cabling, lights 
and power points and other related scope 
of works.
“It has provided for an upgrade of 
electrical wiring and lights to AS3000 
standard.
“The Church of the Good Shepherd is very 
involved with the local Kangaroo Valley 

Lighting up the Chrurch 
of the Good Shepherd

Gareth Ward with Andrew Patterson & 
Jeanette Dumbrell

community, with a ‘Crossroads’ program 
for boys and girls in Years 3-6 every 
Tuesday afternoon during school term, 
‘Cuppas n Kids’ for parents and caregivers 
to meet and connect, school scripture 
teachers at Kangaroo Valley Public School, 
Bible groups and community activities 
in the Hall for seniors, youth and local 
parents. I will continue to fight for our 
fair share of funding to invest in these 
great local projects which should be seen 
– not as a cost to Government – but as an 
investment into our community”, Gareth 
said.
Rev Andrew Paterson also welcomed 
the funding announcement and said it 
was welcome news for Kangaroo Valley 
Anglican Church.
“We’ve been delighted with the approval 
of the grant application and we are very 
appreciative of Gareth Ward’s support. 
The improvements to our church building 
have been much needed, and this grant 
was vital to get the work done”, he said. 
“We are also very grateful for Gareth 
coming to personally inspect the finished 
work and meet with those who personally 
handled the grant application from our 
end, led by Jeannette Dumbrell”. 
All are welcome to come and look at the 
new uplighting in the church building! 
Speak to me on 4465 1585.
      
   Andrew PatersonBelow: Coco Patterson meets horse in church 

backyard
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environmental contracting, garden management,  
landscape design & construction, permaculture design 

www.mountainecho.com.au

Ryan 0409 743 828 & Katie 0424 236 235

With some cooler days and some much-
needed rain, autumn is certainly upon 
us. Our summer success stories such as 
our delicious figs, abundant zucchinis 
and plentiful beans are coming to an end 
and our winter plans to grow broccoli, 
cauliflower, cabbages, onion, garlic, 
beans and peas are all falling into place, 
with many winter crops already in the 
ground.
In March, we were lucky enough to 
receive a helping hand from the students 
and teachers from The Scots College 
Glengarry Campus. Our workers for the 
morning turned up with tools in hand, 
smiles on their faces and a great attitude. 
Some were weeding beds, others were 
mulching; there was a team turning the 
compost bays and some others were 
focusing on cleaning up the old tomato 
beds. Everyone got stuck in and got their 
hands dirty, helping us complete some 
tasks that would have taken us months to 
complete without their help. So, thanks 
very much to all involved, it was a great 
morning spent with a group of polite and 
respectful young guys who understand the 
meaning of hard work.
The two highlights of recent times, in 
terms of produce, would have to be our 
beans and our figs. We planted climbing 
beans and bush beans, both of which 
produced a bumper crop. The wild ducks 
however did manage to find out about our 
little bean secret and they made a dent 
in them, but there was still more than 

enough to go around. Our figs were some 
of the most delicious produce I have ever 
been fortunate enough to eat; they were 
plump and sweet like jam; at the time of 
writing this article there are still some on 
the tree and long may they continue.
The Friendly Inn Community Garden (FIG) 
is a great community initiative which has 
been running for nine years now. We meet 
every Thursday morning from 9.30am to 
11.30am (behind The Friendly Inn) for 
some gardening, a chat and a cuppa. No-
one is too young or too old and gardening 

experience is not necessary – being a part 
of FIG is just as much about enjoying 
being in the garden as working on the 
garden; so come and enjoy, there is 
absolutely no commitment; just pop down 
and say g’day; everyone who lends a hand 
gets to share in the produce - and there 
are still a few figs left, remember.
Well, that’s it from me. Happy Gardening
      
    Lincoln James

      
    President

Landcare has taken on the Clean Up 
Australia spirit, and has had several sites 
marked for action. A band of volunteers 
from the Budgong community had a busy 
time cleaning up the Illaroo Fire Trail in 
Moreton National Park on 2 March. It is 
very disappointing to find what is dumped 
in our precious wild areas. 
We came away with 22 tyres ,two 
lawnmowers, a pool table ,lots of 
outdoor chairs ,a large barbecue, a 
dryer and ironing board, an office desk, 
filing cabinet etc, carpets, masses of 
paint buckets, wire, plastic and general 
‘stuff, not to mention the inevitable 
hated disposable water bottles, cans and 
bottles. Two large ute loads, three trailer 
loads and a car boot load were disposed 
of at the tip .
Please everyone, do your bit for our 
environment and pick up and dispose of 
any rubbish you see lying around . Every 
little helps.
      
   Barbara Acworth
Left: Bruno Henke              Below: The cleanup

Do you have a story or news to 
share for the

May edition of  
The Voice?

Deadline for articles: 20th Apr 
Deadline for Ads: 15th Apr
Please send all content to 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  
or call 0414 182 142 to book. 

Please note, submissions received 
after the published deadline may miss 

the opportunity to be published.
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MARK STEWART
PRINCIPAL

0402 428 600

GRAEME SMITH
LICENSEE - KV

0418 907 110

TAYCE GILBERT
OFFICE MANAGER

02 4465 1996

515 Wattamolla Road
WATTAMOLLA
$1,575,000

3 Murray Street
KANGAROO VALLEY
Under offer in first week

3 MacKays Road
KANGAROO VALLEY
Sold off-market

2 Old Bendeela Road
KANGAROO VALLEY
$1,290,00

SOLD

UNDER 

OFFER
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February – March call outs
Thankfully it was a quiet month for fire 
calls after a relatively busy few months 
over the fire season.
The brigade was called out a number 
of times to check on smoke sightings, 

all relating to the large NPWS hazard 
reduction that the brigade assisted with 
last month. This HR continued to burn 
slowly for about two weeks within the 
containment lines, at times producing 
significant amounts of smoke as it crept 
into unburnt pockets along the river 
escarpment, eventually reducing fuel in 
an area of approximately 1000ha. This 

was a very strategic hazard reduction 
given the western location to Kangaroo 
Valley township and based on past history 
when our larger bushfires have burnt 
through up from the river valley.
The only other fire call for the month was to 
provide a truck for nightshift for a bushfire 
at Termeil that had spread rapidly in strong 
winds. A crew of five was dispatched for a 
long night heading off at 5pm and returning 
the next morning at 4am.

Training
As we head out of the fire season the 
focus changes towards training and 
upgrading skills, as well as conducting 
hazard reductions where possible.
Currently we have commenced training 
our newest batch of volunteers who have 
started their Basic Firefighter training, 

conducted over several weekends before 
taking part in a practical skills test.
Also we have current members training as 
Breathing Apparatus Operators and tree fellers 
upgrading their existing chainsaw skills.
We also conducted a large pumping 
and village fire protection exercise in 
conjunction with Beaumont brigade, who 
also have a large contingent of new basic 
firefighters training. This saw us with four 
trucks and about 25 people carrying out 
a training exercise behind the township 

utilising hydrants for water supply as well 
as drafting water out of waterways  - to 
the bemusement of several locals who 
wondered what was going on.
Community involvement
There are plans to carry out a 10ha 
hazard reduction behind Jenanter Drive 
over the next month or so, weather 
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ADVERTISEMENT

Katrina has had over 18 years experience as a state 
member of parliament including as a Cabinet Minister. 
Katrina made sure that rural and regional NSW people 
were her priority.

She’s down-to-earth, she’s practical, she’s pragmatic 
but she’s certainly a fighter and she will fight hard for 
the people of Gilmore. She has made the local region her 

home and she will work hard for Gilmore if elected.

I need Katrina Hodgkinson in my Nationals 
team, to continue to fight hard for rural and 
regional people. That’s what she delivers.  
That’s what she will bring.

       Michael McCormack 
DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER 

Katrina Hodgkinson
FOR GILMORE

Authorised by R Cadell, National Party of Australia NSW 
Level 2, 107 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000

The vintage red donation hat, pictured 
here, has sat on the counter of the 
Cambewarra Mountain Lookout Café for 
literally decades. We appreciate every 
coin that is donated, but ultimately we 
rely on money raised from our generous 
property owners to pay for everything 
that is not provided by the RFS. The 
RFS provides our truck and the basic 
firefighting equipment, also our PPE 
(personal protective equipment). We 
receive call-outs via a pager system and 
we have to purchase pagers for all our 
firefighters. At nearly $200 each this soon 
adds up.

Other equipment purchased with donation 
funds includes a replacement fridge 
for the truck, six VHF radios for use on 
the fireground, a powerful blower for 
quickly creating fire breaks, a truck jump 
starter, a small portable pump for getting 
water from creeks, superior quality 
helmets with built-in visors and goggles, 
replacement helmet torches for night 
work, fire-safe fleece jackets for those 
chilly winter jobs. And the list goes on… 
and these things don’t come cheap.

Once a year the Brigade sends out a 
donation request letter to property 
owners in the Beaumont Brigade 
area (Berry Mountain, Beaumont, 
Bellawongarah, Red Rocks etc.). It’s 
easy to make a donation by EFT and 
donations are tax deductible. Email us at 
beaumontvrfb@gmail.com if you haven’t 
received a donation letter and we can 
email you the information. 

Our newest members have been hard at 
work getting their basic Bush Firefighter 
skills honed. Here, Captain Dave Macquart 
introduces Ant, James and Drew to ladder 
work with assistance from experienced 
member Maurie Bloom. Also seen here 
is Training Officer Snr. Deputy Ed Allen 
discussing the all-important topic of 
weather and fire behaviour with existing 
member Colin Gifford. 

With practical and theory training nearly 
complete, the new recruits will be 
assessed in April. Once qualified, they will 
be given a pager and we hope to have 
them out on the truck very soon.

If you’d like to have a chat about 
becoming a member, call Captain Dave 
Macquart on 0402 121 102.

      
    Loo Taylor

permitting. Advice will be posted closer 
to the time via electronic means, as well 
as notification to nearby landholders. 
This is a strategic area to create an 
asset protection zone for residents, as 
well as provide protection for nearby 
rock wallaby habitat under controlled 
conditions in an area that has not had fire 
involvement for over 20 years.  
News
The brigade hosted a visit from the 
Emergency Services Minister Troy Grant, 
local State MP Gareth Ward, RFS Southern 
Regional Manager Ken Hall and Shoalhaven 
Fire Control Officer Mark Williams as 
a follow up visit to the opening of the 
station, as the minister was unable to be 
present at the opening and wanted to see 
the station renovations first hand after 
hearing such good reports; he commented 
that it was one of the best that he has 
seen and on the value that it bring to the 
RFS and the community in the future.
Fire permits
The Bush Fire Danger Period has finished 
as at 31st March and fire permits are 
no longer required. However, you are 
still required to notify your adjoining 
neighbours prior to burning off.
      
    Dave Smart
Photo 1: Blacking out at Turmeil                                                   
Photo 2: Ministerial visit                           
Photo 3: Turmeil fire backburn 
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The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) are 
conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo 
Valley, Budgong and Illaroo areas for the protection of 
the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The baiting is 
conducted on various private properties, Council Reserves, 
NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown land.  In 
addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 wild 
dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.  

All bait stations in this program are permanently baited 
throughout the year. Therefore, these properties will have 
poison on them from today right through to 30th June 2018.  
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits 
and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the bait station 
locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices.  Each 
property being baited is sign posted with the baiting dates 
and which baiting methods are being used.  Dog owners are 
reminded to ensure their pets do not wander. 1080 is lethal 
to domestic dogs and cats.  

A map indicating the approximate location of each bait 
station is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed 
Rock-wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au.  For any 
further information please contact Melinda Norton at the 
NPWS Illawarra Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on 
(02) 4887 8244.

PUBLIC NOTICE

What an amazingly busy start to 2019 we have had at Kangaroo 
Valley Public School. We continue to pride ourselves as the 
educational heart of our village, and when using the term 
educational I am referring to the holistic education of our 
valley children, the future custodians of this unique place. In 
our daily practice at KVPS it is important that we endeavour 
to recognise and celebrate the range of individual learning 
styles and gifts each child has, and also endeavour to connect 
with as many local activities and artisans (across a broad 
range of titles) as possible. We are lucky to be supported by 
our small, yet very hard working school staff, P&C and by our 
school parents and carers and our local community.  I am very 
appreciative of that.

 We continued the school year with four classes: Kindergarten, 
Year 1/2, Year 3/4 and Year 5/6. It was so lovely to welcome 
our 2019 Kindergarten class and their families, many of whom 
had come through from our wonderful Kangaroo Valley Pre-
School with some already having sibling at KVPS. 

At the other end of the school our 2019 Year 6 Leaders all 
spoke passionately at their Leaders’ Assembly about the 
qualities they hope to display within their role as a school 
leader. Every Year 6 child is afforded this position, and the 
common theme across all their speeches was that of ‘service’, 

especially to their Kindergarten buddies but also to their peers, 
staff and the school community. Helping develop an individual’s 
understanding of humility, gratitude and service has true value, 
and it was wonderful to hear these themes in their speeches. 
There was of course a lot of excitement and joy around the Year 
6 school shirt as well. 

The 2019 Kangaroo Valley Show was once again such a delight 
for our students to be a part of, and we are so lucky to have 
the Friday as a gazetted public holiday for our students to enjoy 
being part of the Show and to be able to exhibit and take part 
in events, and also enjoy the Saturday. Once again Mrs Greer 
did a wonderful job of entering so much of our students’ show 
art. This year our students were asked to plant and harvest 
vegetables for the produce display, and our Year 6 students 
helped with the arrangement of parts of the produce display 
itself. Many of our students were also given the opportunity to 
enter wooden boxes for the woodwork category which were very 
kindly donated by Fox and Quail Farm. 

This year we began a very exciting whole school project for 
Sculpture in the Valley with our artist in residence Elyssa Sykes-
Smith, supported by our wonderful P&C and Arts in the Valley. 
Elyssa is an accomplished artist from Bomaderry, and we have 
been working with her on a weekly basis. Allowing our students 
to understand what it means to have and exhibit critical and 
creative thinking skills is part of our whole school focus, and 
taking part in a wonderfully collaborative and artistic process 
like this is fantastic. Our sculpture will be representative of 
a neural pathway and is being constructed from timber. To-
date, with Elyssa our students have worked on concept colours, 
creating miniature versions (maquettes), assembling timber 
pieces, and painting timber. We will be holding a sculpture 
launch and student exhibit on the afternoon of Wednesday 1 
May. More will be posted on the KV Community Facebook page 
closer to the launch date. Many thanks to our P&C, Colleen Fry 
and Elyssa Sykes-Smith.

Our school has a fantastic connection with Red Room Poetry 
Company, and once again we had its Educational Director, Kirli 
Sauders, and poet in residence for the day, Jennine Primmer, 
visit us for a workshop day. The students wrote poems about the 
trees and used ink and sticks to create artworks to go with their 
poems. Many of these poems were hung in the pavilion at the KV 
Show. Thank you to Wattamolla local Andrew Fitzsimons for his 
continued generous support of our connection with Red Room 
Poetry, and we are very much looking forward to our Red Room 
visit to Bundanon later in the school year. 

         
                                                                      Andrew Smee 
               Principal

Left: Year 6 leaders                                                             
Right: Kindy 2019

Below left: Kirli & Jennine                       
Below right: Show art
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The Annual General meeting for the 
preschool was held on Monday 11th 
March. Our Executive committee for 2019 
is Brad Hawthorne – President, Lisa Mumm 
- Vice President, Selina Hanet-Hutchins 
– Treasurer and Heidi Smart – Secretary. 
Our general committee members are 
Dalys Hargreaves, Karen Grundy, and 
Nell and Peter Unger. Thank you to all 
these people who donate their time and 
talents to be on the committee. Without 
a committee the preschool cannot exist. 

Local geologist John Rowntree, has made 
an incredibly generous donation to the 
preschool. He has developed discovery 
kits which are designed to inspire 
curiosity and learning about geology. 
He has given us five of his amazing kits. 
Natural Minerals – Gem Stones, Natural 
Minerals – Crystals, Natural Minerals – 
Metals, Sea Life – Sea Shells and Pearls, 
Sea Life – Skeletons. These kits contain 
wonderful samples for the children and 
teachers to explore and learn about; he 
even provides notes to springboard our 
learning. John told us a story of how his 
curiosity for rocks was sparked in his early 
childhood, and he has a desire to share 
his passion for the geology of the world 
with new generations. We have so much 

to discover and learn. Thank you John!

Craig from OPSM came to visit our 
preschool. We looked at each other’s eyes 
and discovered our eyes can be different 
colours. We learnt that the pupil in our 
eye is actually a hole! Craig showed us 
his opthalmoscope and how it shines with 
different colours and shapes. He told us 
that he uses it to look through the pupil 
to right inside our eyes. He also showed 
us his retinoscope, which he uses to find 
out if someone needs glasses. We learnt 
that eating vegetables, especially dark 
green vegetables such as broccoli and 
spinach, is very good for healthy eyes. He 
showed us pages with shapes and numbers 
that are used to make sure people can 
see colours properly. Last of all we looked 
through some special 3D glasses to see 
an image of a fly. It seemed to rise right 
off the page! This picture is used to make 
sure a person’s two eyes are working as a 
team.

We are very lucky to have such wonderful 
people and resources to support our 
learning.    
                   Jacinta Perry

Above Photo 1: Life rocks, Photo 2: Sorting 
rocks, Photo 3: Can you touch the wings,               

Photo 4: Thank you John & Chris

Right: Exploring the rocks
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It was disappointing that the community 
dinner was cancelled, but plans are being 
made to reschedule. Please watch for 
the update but it is likely to be in June 
or July subject to the availability of our 
guest speakers.
March is always the month when your 
local Lions Club joins with others in our 
zone to run a picnic. The Zone Picnic is 
a fun day out for residents of local group 
homes who were born either with brain 
injuries or because of an accident. On the 
17th, despite being a wet day, more than 
100 people gathered at the Mittagong 
community hall for a great day. The photo 
below shows some of the servers ready 
for action. It is a rewarding day that has 
been running for over 20 years now.
March also saw the annual election of 
office bearers for your local club.  All 
office bearers remained the same as 
last year, with Howard Carter being 
elected president of our club. Lorraine 
as secretary will be your main contact 
within the village. There are still some 
Lions cakes left, and if you are interested 
please contact Lorraine.
One of our foundations is the Australian 
Lions Visual Independence Foundation, 
whose aim it is to bring happiness to the 
blind and low-visioned Australians with 
the use of assistive/adaptive technology. 
Over 700 people across Australia have 
been helped with a grant program or 
purchase of the technology. Over 200 
Lions clubs have sponsored or supported a 
person with a talking bar code reader or 
talking GPS. The latest device released is 
called the Galaxy ID mate and has made 
life more comfortable for those with 
visual challenges.
      
   Lorraine Mairinger

Below: KVLC Zone picnic

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

A quick hello from the 
new editor 

Hello! 
Firstly, thank you to everyone for your 
lovely comments and welcomes, and to 
all the contributors and advertisers who 
submitted everything on time this month, 
it has helped me immensely.
I am really excited to take on the role as 
Editor of the Valley Voice, as it is such 
a brilliant publication that allows our 
community to connect.
In my role as Editor, I hope to continue 
the tradition of the Voice being an 

integral part of our community. I 
would love to see a wide variety of 
articles across lots of different topics 
each month, all packaged up for your 
information.
If you have feedback or ideas, feel 
free to email me on thevoice@
kangaroovalley.nsw.au, and keep an eye 
out for the new and exciting things that 
will be coming soon!

Sally Latham

Editor
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Prebiotics, probiotics 
and dietary fibre
Years ago, dietary 
fibre was called 
‘roughage’ and 
assumed to simply 
pass through the 
colon and ensure we 
didn’t suffer from 

constipation. 
By the 1970s, dietary 
fibre was found to 

be more than just roughage. And just as 
there are different vitamins and minerals, 
there are many different kinds of dietary 
fibre present in a variety of plant foods. 
(Animal foods have no dietary fibre.)
Literally trillions of bacteria and other 
microbes living in the large intestine (also 
called the large bowel or the colon) break 
down most types of dietary fibre, and 
also some starches that escape digestive 
enzymes in the small intestine (called 
‘resistant starches’).
As they ‘digest’ the dietary fibre and 
resistant starches, the bacteria multiply 
and produce short chain fatty acids. (If 
you’re interested in the chemistry, these 
have less than six carbon atoms in their 
chain, the most prolific being acetate, 
butyrate and propionate).
These short chain fatty acids provide 
energy and nourish the cells lining the 
colon, keeping them healthy so they are 
more able to resist attack by harmful 
bacteria and cancer-causing substances. 
Some short chain fatty acids are absorbed 
into the bloodstream and help keep blood 
glucose and cholesterol levels normal. 
And recent evidence shows short chain 
fatty acids can have an anti-inflammatory 
effect, helping immune cells to function 
efficiently.
As I’ve written in past articles, a side-
effect of these beneficial reactions is the 
production of gases. Unless this is truly 
excessive, gas is a sign that healthy gut 
bacteria are functioning well. (I once 
facetiously defined ‘inflatuation’ as ‘a 
condition in which you have lived with 
a person long enough to pass wind in 
his or her presence, without it causing 
comment.)
Prebiotics
The different kinds of dietary fibre 
and resistant starches are known as 
prebiotics. A variety of types from 
different vegetables, a variety of fruits, 
legumes, wholegrain, nuts and seeds 
increases the diversity of healthy gut 

bacteria. Some keto diet enthusiasts (see 
next month’s column) avoid all grains, 
legumes and fruit and claim they get 
enough dietary fibre from vegetables. If 
you eat loads of vegetables, they may 
provide sufficient quantity of dietary 
fibre, but healthy gut bacteria respond 
best to the quality that comes from 
variety in prebiotics.
Different types of resistant starches are 
also important. Wholegrains (rolled oats, 
whole pieces of wheat in products such 
as bulgur or farro or millet) and legumes 
such as lentils, peas and soy beans are top 
sources. Particular cooking methods can 
also increase resistant starches. Examples 
include rice cooked by the absorption 
method, and especially if it’s left to cool; 
pasta cooked just to the al dente stage; 
and potatoes cooked and left to cool, 
usually for use in potato salad. Barely ripe 
or green bananas are also good sources 
and some varieties of corn are now bred 
(not by genetic modification) to have a 
high content of resistant starch.
Probiotics
Probiotics are foods containing live 
bacteria, such as fermented foods. 
If these bacteria can get through the 
acidic conditions of the stomach and the 
alkalinity of the small intestine, the hope 
is that they will take up residence in the 
large intestine.
Many foods were traditionally fermented, 
mainly so they wouldn’t go ‘off’ in 
times and places with no refrigerators. 
Examples include yoghurt, kefir (a 
fermented milk), kimchi (fermented 
vegetables commonly used in Asia, Africa, 
Eastern European and Middle Eastern 
countries), idli (a fermented product 
made from rice and black gram legumes), 
soy products such as miso, tempeh and 
natto, and kombucha (an acidic, almost 
vinegary drink, originally from China, 
made using a fermented black or green 
tea fungus known as SCOBY).
These products were traditionally 
made at home and were life savers in 
times when fresh foods were scarce or 
unavailable. As we’ve seen in Kangaroo 
Valley recently, making fermented foods 
and drinks is becoming popular.
Unfortunately, as these foods become 
trendy, some commercial operators 
see marketing opportunities. Many of 
the commercially available brands of 
kombucha now add fruit juices or some 
kind of sugar to increase palatability 
for those used to sweet-tasting drinks. 
In 2018, kombucha, the most popular 

manufacturer was taken over by one the 
world’s top two soft drink companies. 
Sales and profits have surged.
The science
If you consult Dr Google, you will find 
many claims about probiotics. Kombucha, 
for example, is supposed to be full of 
antioxidants with claims it will detoxify 
the blood, reduce blood cholesterol and 
protect you against diabetes, obesity, 
hypertension, various infections and even 
cancer. 
If you go to reputable medical and 
scientific journals, however, there are 
no good studies in humans to support 
these health claims. A review published 
in February 2019 found no controlled 
studies of human subjects and just one 
study examining possible benefits in 
certain white blood cells. Published 
studies were all in rats, mice, dogs, 
rabbits, pigs, cattle, ducks and chickens. 
There were also reports implicating 
(but not necessarily proving) harmful 
effects in humans. The authors suggested 
many more studies but concluded that 
kombucha was safe in moderate amounts 
if correctly brewed.
Probiotics after antibiotics?
Two new human studies have also looked 
at whether probiotics might help re-
establish healthy gut bacteria after a 
course of antibiotics.
In the first, half the participants were 
given a commercial probiotic and half 
were given a placebo. Their gut bacteria 
were then analysed from both ends of 
the gastrointestinal tract. Those given 
the probiotic either had bacteria that 
moved through the intestine without 
ever attaching anywhere or they had only 
insignificant changes to their gut bacteria.
In the second study, three groups were 
all given a course of antibiotics, and 
then either a probiotic, a transplant of 
their own gut bacteria (collected before 
the antibiotics were taken) or nothing 
apart from a healthy diet. The results 
were surprising. The probiotic did take 
up residence in the large intestine, but 
prevented the normal bacteria returning 
to their original healthy state. The 
best results came from those who just 
returned to a healthy diet that contained 
dietary fibre and resistant starches 
(prebiotics).
Lots more research is underway but, until 
we get results, the best bet is to ensure 
you have a variety of healthy plant foods 
every day.

Prebiotics, Probiotics and Dietary 
Fibre

by Dr Rosemary 
Stanton, OAM, 
Nutritionist
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We welcome all content from our 
community including news stories, 
opinion pieces, poetry and reviews.

Please send all content to 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 

LINCOLN CONSTRUCTIONS
KANGAROO VALLEY BUILDING

Lincoln O’Toole
Builder

lincolnotoole@icloud.com

11 Cullen Cres
Kangaroo Valley 

0414 551 648

Weeds - Spraying or hand 
control
Recent articles have outlined 
achievements of KVEG in restoring 
vegetation along our creek banks – a 
six-year project funded by the NSW 
Environmental Trust. The project 
managed weeds and natural regeneration 
on 80 separate sites, covering an area 
exceeding 131ha of riparian zones in all 
of the major sub-catchments of Kangaroo 
Valley. 
One of the key issues in the project was 
deciding when and where to use high-
volume herbicide spraying and when 
to use low-herbicide bush regeneration 
techniques. The KVEG strategy was to use 
both, depending upon the needs of the 
site and the site manager; overall, we 
split our funds 50-50 between these two 
methods.  
The KVEG approach was that high-
volume spraying was the only reasonable 
strategy for dealing with large weed 
infestations and large infested areas. In 
particular, it was directed extensively on 
privet, lantana, Madeira vine and Trad. 
It controlled these weeds effectively 
and achieved very good regeneration 
outcomes. KVEG had experience in using 
high-volume spraying to good effect over 
the previous five years, following a series 
of smaller projects and demonstrations 
involving Council, Shoalhaven Landcare 
and Sydney Catchment Authority. This 
reliance on high-volume weed spraying 

was appreciated and endorsed by the 
majority of landowners, who recognised 
this approach as the only one that could 
tackle the large infestations of woody 
weeds throughout the target riparian 
zones. 
Bush regeneration contractors were 
deployed at smaller sites with lower 
weed burdens, with a larger suite of 
native species, and for follow-up after 
primary spray jobs. The contractors were 
not given a list of weeds to control, but 
were asked to use their knowledge and 
experience to achieve the best result 
possible for the site. Generally, they  
treated a large suite of weeds on each 
site. Three sites, including the Brush-
tailed Rock-wallaby site, were given a 
large contractor budget (150 to 450 hours 
of work), while another ten sites had 
teams of three or four skilled personnel 
who completed three or four days’ work 
on the site over the life of the project. 
Landowners and local groups have been 
impressed with the knowledge displayed 
by the bush regenerators, and with the 
outcomes of their work.
During the project, we did yearly 
monitoring of native and weed species at 
14 of the sites.  With only 14 sites, our 
monitoring data cannot answer which 
approach can be shown to achieve better 
outcomes. What it does show is that, on 
average:
• while the numbers of native species 
increased on all sites, increases were 
greatest on sites using high volume 
spraying, although these sites also started 
with lower numbers of native species; and
• sites using high volume spraying 
showed a halving in the number of weeds 
classed as common or very common, 
although they did start with a larger 
number of weeds classed as such.

In recent years, weed spraying has 
received a lot of bad press as a bushland 
management strategy, on the basis of 
both the chemicals used and damage to 
vegetation. KVEG spraying mostly used 
the selective herbicide metsulfuron 
methyl, which is classified as low 
toxicity to mammals - ten times less 
toxic than glyphosate. And, in bushland 
management, it is sprayed only a few 
times on any site, rather than regularly 
year after year as might happen in some 
agricultural situations. All the same, it is 
a biocide used on many sites with some 
level of unknown risk.
Spraying is often characterised as an 
easy but inadequate solution to weed 
management - spray everything once and 
no follow-up, killing both the good and 
the bad. But this was not our approach. 
With funding guaranteed for the six 
years, contractors were able to come 
back for multiple visits to the site, to do 
follow-up. This allowed them to adopt a 
more careful approach, spraying out the 
worst of the weeds on the first visit, with 
subsequent visits fine tuning the job. The 
use of selective herbicides minimised any 
large dead areas where new weeds might 
flourish.
On the positive side we found:
• little off-target damage, as skilled 
sprayers can direct the spray onto the 
weed shrubs without killing neighbouring 
natives. Later inspections showed only 
minimal foliage damage to adjoining 
natives;
• multiple weeds could be treated 
in the one operation. Typically, while 
spraying privet or lantana, operators 
would also control weeds on the ground, 
such as blackberry, honeysuckle, Cobblers 
Pegs and other annuals, plus the carpets 
of small privet; and
• regeneration of native species was 
prolific in the large areas treated by 
spraying. Ferns, herbs and groundcovers 
rapidly replaced the dense areas of Trad/
Wandering Jew, while rainforest shrubs 
and trees have quickly re-established 
themselves in the sprayed privet forests.
      
    Greg Thompson
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The Muses’ Delight will make their 
Kangaroo Valley debut on Sunday 14th 
April at 3pm, in the resounding acoustic 
of St Joseph’s Catholic Church. This 
vibrant young ensemble will present a 
foot-stomping program of baroque and 
folk music inspired by dance and the 
raucous Australian bush.
The concert program explores how the 
classical and folk music of the British Isles 
has been transformed over time into a 
uniquely Australian style. The traditional 
music of England, Scotland and Ireland 
sit side-by-side with bush dance tunes 
that once filled halls and pubs in regional 
New South Wales. The Muses’ Delight has 
a very special connection to this music, 
which began with a tunebook used by 
fiddler Katie Kurtz, great-grandmother of 
Muses’ cellist Lucy Price.
“My Aunt gave me a book of tunes that 
belonged to my great-grandmother, who 
used to play fiddle in bush dances around 
Mudgee and Cassilis with her husband 
Jim”, Lucy says. “It is really special to 
be connecting to my family history in this 
way and to be playing music with two 
great friends, just like Katie Kurtz would 
have done at her bush dances.”
Stepping from there into the classical 
tradition, elegant dance works by Handel 
and Purcell will be contrasted with 
Ross Edwards’ Ecstatic Dances, which 

magically evoke the sounds and spirit of 
Australia’s unique birdsong.
Hailing from Melbourne, The Muses’ 
Delight is made of genre-crossing 
musicians Meredith Beardmore (flute), 
Katie Yap (violin/viola) and Lucy Price 
(cello). Formed in late 2017, this young 
ensemble is passionate about bringing 
17th and 18th century stories to life 
through creative programming, the use of 
original instruments, and the combination 
of scholarship and spontaneity in 
performance. Bringing the sheer joy of 
folk music together with the elegance of 
high art music from the classical period, 
The Muses’ Delight weave fascinating 
stories through every concert.
The Muses’ Delight: ‘British Isles to the 
Australian Bush’, Sunday 14 April, 3pm, 
St Joseph’s Catholic Church, Kangaroo 
Valley.

British Isles to the Australian Bush
Bookings: online at https://www.
trybooking.com/BAUQL , email 
themusesdelight@gmail.com or phone 
0448 162 067.
Tickets: $20 adult, $15 concession, 
children under 12 free.
Program: James Oswald Airs for the 
Seasons, Handel Trio Sonata, Purcell 
Dance Suite, Alexander Munro Corn Riggs 
Variations Sonata, Playford Greensleeves, 
Ross Edwards Ecstatic Dances, O’Carolan 
Carolan’s Draught, Volti Kerr’s Popular 
Dance Music for the Violin.
      
    Lucy Price

Above: The Muses’ Delight
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Kangaroo Valley Rural  
 

Pty. Ltd.  

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com 
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs 

* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators 
	

* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas                  
* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock 

* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer 
* Track bobcat, auger                   

* Cattle yards 
* Rural fencing 

* 4WD tractor with GPS 
* Boom spraying 
* Slashing, mulching 
* Fertilizer spreading 
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We celebrated a special birthday at our 
March luncheon - very special wishes to 
June Holdaway, who is one of our longest 
standing members. Congratulations June!

We also welcomed a new member, 
Sue Shiel so, together with three new 
members from our previous meeting - 
Rose Curtis, Jeanne Watt and Pauline 
Nugent - our numbers are really growing. 
We hope you all enjoy your time in our 
club.

We received a letter from our new 
Learning for Life student, who is 15, but 
who has obviously had some problems at 
school. Hopefully the support we are able 
to give him will help him over the next 
few years.

Our guest speaker this month was Ray 
Vincent, a volunteer pilot with Angel 
Flights.

Angel Flights was started in Australia 
in 2003 by Bill Bristow, who based it on 
a similar organisation in the US. Angel 

Flights provides volunteer pilots to fly 
people living in remote areas with non-
urgent medical conditions to medical help 
they can only receive in larger centres, 
often many hours or even days away when 
travelling by road. The planes are owned 
and maintained by syndicates, each one 
consisting of a few pilots, but are fuelled 
by Angel Flight. Ray’s plane is kept at 
Albion Park and he mainly flies people 
to Shoalhaven, Wollongong and Sydney 
Hospitals, but also to hospitals in the west 
and north of the state when required.

A staff of seven in the Brisbane 
headquarters handles all the requests 
for assistance, which come from medical 
practitioners, not individual patients, 
lists them on their website, and the pilots 
then choose those flights with which they 
could help. The pilots, who come from 
all over the country, nearly all have full-
time jobs, so it is a very big undertaking 
to spend several hours a day ferrying 
patients. When they deliver their charges 
to city airports, Earth Angels take over 
the care of the patients and drive them 
from the airport to their appointments. 
There are currently 3000 pilots and 4000 
Earth Angels.

Angel Flights receives no government 
funding, but does receive a lot of 
corporate assistance. It spends no money 
on itself; 85% of its income goes to the 
cost of fuelling planes. It will also pay 

for flights on commercial carriers when 
necessary.

What a wonderful organisation! Thank you 
so much Ray, for coming and speaking to 
us so eloquently.

Our next lunch will be on Friday 12 
April at 11.30am for 12 noon. Our guest 
speaker will be Karen Harrison, a long-
time Valley resident, who will be talking 
about her recent experiences on an 
archaeological dig in South Africa.

Please note that details have changed 
regarding notification of attendance 
at the luncheons. Please contact Tania 
Roach on 0428 580 444, or by email at 
tanianrobin@icloud.com by lunchtime on 
the Monday before the meeting if you will 
be unable to attend. We are charged for 
bookings that are not filled. 

Anyone who is interested is welcome 
to come along to our meetings to find 
out more about what we do. If you are 
interested ,please contact Penny Rose on 
4464 2384.

      
              Jenelle Brangwin 
   Publicity Officer

It was a beautiful pre-autumn day in 
the Valley, with many early shoppers at 
the markets, all eager to take advantage 
of the fresh produce on offer.
FIG members were busy picking beans 
and corn from sun-up and Ken and Huang 
Taylor arrived early with their array of 
beautiful vegetables and fruit.
Peter Botsman had eskies full of all cuts 
of the lean meat from his Highland cows. 
Peter’s barbecued sausages are a tasty 
meal to have while you are browsing the 
market stalls.
Chris Hooker is a realty talented 
craftsman, and the articles that he turns 
out from his lathe are very beautiful. So 
many lovely Australian timber objects - 
even a cremation urn! If you would like 
an article made from your own timber, 
please chat with Chris about it. He is keen 
to continue at the Markets as sales for 
gifts and special occasions are improving 
each month.
Daisy from Idelewild Patisserie did really 
well at our recent Show, scooping lots of 
prizes for her delicious pastries, cakes 

and biscuits.
Mrs Bread was popular with the renowned 
sourdough loaves, and Carola from 
Syncarpic Farm had some new treats to 
add to her gluten-free specials. She also 
makes preserves and jams from her home 
grown produce.  Another local is Amelia 
Wright, who won Ist prize at the Berry 
Show for her preserves. She also sells 
jams and yummy pickles.
Most people like a good spud, either 
for roasting, mashing, for salads and of 
course chips. Carol will help you choose 
from the seven varieties. Robertson 
potatoes are well known and the family 
have been growers for two generations. 
The family donated prizes for the Junior, 
Senior and Men and Women potato races 
at the Robertson Show .Women carried 
12.5 kg and the men 20kg. First prize was 
$1000 for each!
Luke’s Smokehouse is a must visit 
destination. His home grown spices, 
chutneys and sauces are made for all 
tastes and very attractively packaged. 
I purchased some beetroot jam. It is 
delicious. Being a fan of turmeric, it was 
nice to be able to buy it in a good sized 

jar. Thanks Luke for being a real asset to 
our Farmers’ Market.
Welcome back to Cheryl with her 
wonderful selection of savoury and sweet 
delicacies. The chocolate, date and 
almond cake is delicious! 
The girls at Kangaroo Valley Soaps have 
been busy with new varieties and lovely 
packaging. Mothers’ Day is just round the 
corner so look out for these special gifts 
of love at our next market.
Coorang Estate Wines have two more 
varieties to tempt your palate - 
Chardonnay and Tempranillo. They were 
successful at the Australian Highlands 
Wine Show, being awarded ‘Best Shiraz’ 
‘Well done and it is a pleasure to see you 
each month in Kangaroo Valley. 
Carol serves great coffee and hot 
chocolate - just the refreshment a busy 
shopper needs. Do try her gluten free 
biscuits and muffins.
Thank you to FIG and The Friendly Inn for 
organising our monthly markets. See you 
in April.
      
            Joan Bray

Kangaroo Valley Farmers Market
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Bowls

Sports Report

This report covers matches of relevance to Kangaroo Valley 
residents up to 19 March 2019. 

Since the last Ladies Club report things have quietened down 
a little, giving us time to practise for the upcoming Pennant 
season and enjoy the social aspects of our game. We have had 
four new members join us this month, and it has been lovely 
getting to know them and see their skills improve after each 
lesson under the experienced guidance of our Club Coach, 
Heather Fealy. Coaching is provided free of charge for all new 
bowlers.

On 22 February (last Friday of the month) the first Berry 
Mixed Triples for 2019 was held. The format for the day has 
bowlers from many clubs in the area come to Berry to enjoy 
three games of triples comprising seven ends each. The scores 
are then tallied individually for the day and cash prizes are 
awarded to the top three bowlers after a delicious meal 
catered for by the Club restaurant. It is a fun-filled day with 
lots of laughter and new friendships formed. We are now 
looking forward to the March event as both greens will be 
operational again and we have already reached full capacity, 84 
bowlers. 

Staying on the social scene, on 28 February it was our turn 
to host the Inter-Club Friendly with ladies coming from Ex-
Servos, Bomaderry, Nowra and of course Berry. It was great 
to see so many ladies (42) make the effort to come along and 
enjoy the day.

We also had a lovely day on 12 March celebrating our friend 

June Holdaway’s 90th birthday celebrations

April 27, 2019 at 6pm
105 Glenmurray Road KV

You are invited to an evening of music,  
poetry and good conversation with friends 

in support of Gwynne Prescott walking  
the Larapinta Trail

Bring a dish to share,  
something to drink and $20 to donate

We will supply coffee, tea,  
cake and soft drink

RSVP David and Sue Prescott  
at shino8@hotmail.com

 Fundraiser for
SHELTERBOX

This is the Glenmurray Fundraiser for this year!

Meet Gwynne Prescott ...
Gwynne, who was brought up 
in Kangaroo Valley, is trying 
to make a difference by 
supporting ShelterBox Australia 
- a cause she really cares about.
This is how Shelterbox 
describes its work:
We deliver emergency aid and 
essentials that people need to 
begin rebuilding their lives in 
the aftermath of a disaster.
Each disaster is different, and 
so is every community. We 
don’t believe that one size fits 
all, so we make considered 
assessments to provide the 
exact support that gives people 
the hope and the power to 
transform their own lives.
The emergency aid we 
supply comes in the form of 
ShelterBoxes and ShelterKits. 
Our sturdy green ShelterBoxes 
contain family-sized tents 
specially designed to withstand 
the elements and provide 
people with temporary shelter 
until they are able to start the 
process of rebuilding a home.
Our ShelterKits contain all 
of the essential tools people 
need to start repairing and 
rebuilding homes straight away.

Gwynne’s goal is to raise $3,000 
to help them continue their 
important work, and she’d 
really appreciate it if you could 
help by attending a fundraiser 
in Kangaroo Valley on 27 
April, 2019, or you can donate 
through her Supporter page.
To donate, or to read more 
about why she is doing what 
she’s doing, visit:
https://sba-larapinta-2019.
everydayhero.com/au/
gwynne-s-shelterbox-
adventures-2018-19
So all you Kangaroo Valleyites, 
spread the word about what 
Gwynne is doing by sharing the 
link above with your friends and 
family. The more people that 
know, the more money she can 
raise!
“Thanks in advance for your 
generosity” - says Gwynne “ ... 
it means a lot!”

Gwynne walks the talkGwynne walks the talk

June Holdaway’s 90th birthday.  June and her husband Bob were 
long-time residents of Kangaroo Valley. One might be able to say 
they were almost locals. They have recently moved to Bomaderry, 
downsizing from their lovely property. However, luckily for us, 
June has made a huge effort to keep in touch with all her KV 
friends, continuing to come to Berry to bowl and KV to attend 
VIEW Club. Happy 90th Birthday June!

The first round of the Ladies Pennants began on 19 March and all 
of our practice paid off with us taking a convincing win over St 
George’s Basin, claiming all five points on offer. Well done ladies. 
On 21 March we travel to Milton/Ulladulla for the second round. 
We hope to have good news for the next report, as this is the 
team that defeated us in the play-offs for the chance to travel 
north and play for the Pennant last year.

The first round of the Men’s Major Pairs Championship commenced 
on 23 February. Adam Rigney and David Badger defeated ‘Jingles’ 
Chittick and ‘Tige’ Lidbetter, 21 points to 17, after the match was 
tied at the 15th end. Bob Dunn and Rob Folkard defeated Steve 
Kellett and Rick Attard, 21 points to 16, despite being well behind 
on the scoreboard until the 12th end. Bob Dunn and Rob Folkard 
were unfortunately bundled out of the competition in the second 
round, going down to Robin Reid and Graham Hook 30 points to 
16. Adam Rigney and David Badger won their second round match 
against Ben Watson and Paul Bezant 26 to 16.

In Social Bowls on 27 February Barry Dunn, Tom Froggatt and Tige 
Lidbetter ran out the eventual winners over Rick Attard, Jingles 
Chittick and Col Good despite their mid-game revival.

The new pairs’ format for social bowls was played on 6 March with 
Rob Folkard and David Badger finishing on top with 26 points. Bob 
Dunn and David Shaw were placed sixth with 15 points.

In Social Bowls on 13 March the Chittick brothers Bill and Jingles 
teamed up with David Shaw in a very tight triples game against 
Peter Haddon, Laurie Watson and Robin Reid, which resulted in 
a draw. In other triples matches Russell Tulloch, Graham Hook 
and Tige Lidbetter defeated Wade Eaton, Tom Froggatt and Terry 
Hayes, and Bob Dunn, Rob Folkard and Col Good defeated Derek 
Raymond, Lindsay McNamara and David Lambert.

In the first round of the Men’s Pennants competition played on 
2 March, Berry’s Grade 2 team defeated Huskisson, 71 to 46, to 
score nine of the available ten points. Unfortunately the Grade 
6 team was defeated, 52 to 71, by Ex-Servos. The second round 
played on 3 March saw the Grade 2 team defeat Lake Conjola, 56 
to 55, for eight of the ten points, and the Grade 6 team defeated 
Mollymook, 68 to 44, for nine points. Round three was played on 
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Winners of the District Pairs Championship, 
Adam Rigney & Peter Delamont

Sports Report
Golf

The February Stroke and Monthly Medal 
competitions were played on Saturday 
23 February. The first two places of the 
Stroke Comp were filled by visitors. The 
winner, Allan Scully, played very well 
and finished with a net 63, three under 
Par. Tim Rothwell was second with a net 
71 and Robbie McDonnell was third with 
a net 72. Robbie was also winner of the 
Monthly Medal.

A Stableford competition was played 
the following week, Saturday 2 March, 
and it was won by Michael Oliver, on 
a countback, with 38 points. Robbie 
McDonell was second, also with 38 points, 
and Charles Tarby finished third with 35.

It was a Par competition for Saturday 
9 March and, despite the more difficult 
format, the top four finished with Par 
or better scores. Allan Harvey won with 
+3 and beat Peter Dumbrell, who was 
second, on a countback. Nick Lenton, a 
visitor was third with a +1.  

We played a new format, Stroke-Maximum 
score, on Saturday 16 March. If a player 
doesn’t complete the hole within two 
strokes above Par, for their handicap, 
they pick up the ball. This saves players 

Mum, those golfers are looking at us

1. Nikita Khrushchev

2. Magnum Opus

3. Thumb

4. Kuwait City

5. Barack Obama

6. Lyndon B Johnson

7. Drone

8. Chicken

9. Madagascar

10. Mr Snookums

11. Texas

12. Phyllis Diller 

Answers to trivia questions from page 10

from the frustration of having to keep 
going, even if they are three or four 
strokes above their handicap for the hole. 
It was a very wet morning, but so what - 
it was raining and didn’t we need it? Only 
a few were courageous enough to tee off 
early, and those who waited for the rain 
to ease had the better scores, although 
the playing conditions were still difficult. 
George Tarby won the competition, on a 
countback. Craig Riethmuller was second 
and they both finished with net 74 scores. 
Natalie Mcdonnell was third with a net 75.

      
    Seventy Plus 

9 March with mixed results. The Grade 
2 team was soundly defeated by Nowra, 
78 to 38. However the Grade 6 side had 
a good win against Milton/Ulladulla with 
a score of 70 to 32 for nine points. The 
fourth round of Pennants competition 
was held on 16 March with the Grade 
6 team travelling to RSL Sussex Inlet. 
Unfortunately, despite winning one rink 
and going down by one point on another, 
we came away with only one point. The 
grade 2 team had a bye.

As at the end of round four the Berry 
Grade 2 team is in third position behind 
Nowra and Lake Conjola, and the Grade 
6 team is in fourth position behind St 
George’s Basin, Milton/Ulladulla and 
Ex-Servos. Both teams will have to win 
all remaining games to have any hope of 
making the play-offs.

I finally caught up with the winners of 
the District Pairs Adam Rigney and Peter 
Delamont for a photo which should have 
been with last month’s Bowls Report. 
Congratulations again to Adam and Peter.

      
   Deb and Rob Folkard

How lucky are we, playing here every Saturday
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Quality panels & inverters.
On grid, off grid & hybrid.

FREE assessments, site visits & quotes.

Ann SUDMALIS MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

ann.sudmalis.mp@aph.gov.au(02) 4423 1782 annsudmalismp.com.au

Authorised by A.Sudmalis MP, Liberal Party Australia, 59 Junction Street, Nowra NSW 2541.

We’ve made a difference by working together. 
Thank you everyone!

Community projects and infrastructure in Kangaroo 
Valley have been a focus during my two terms as the 
Federal Member for Gilmore. 
Thank you for helping us to achieve great things for our 
local area, including:

* Kangaroo Valley Mobile Base Station.

* $5,318 for Friends of the Bush Tailed Rock 
   Wallaby.

* $11,000 for Kangaroo Valley Historical Society. 

* $55,930 for Griffin’s Fire Trail project.

What’s flowering in the bush in 
April
People often ask about the Casuarinas, 
or River She Oaks at this time of the 
year. Are they dying, or diseased? But, 
in a month or so, everything’s fine. Most 
Casuarinas have male and female flowers 
on different trees. The male flowers have 
reddish stamens extending from the leaf 
scales, on all of the leaves and branches. 
This gives these trees that rusty-brown 
hue, while the trees with female flowers 
remain unchanged. The effect is most 
pronounced when the River Oaks form a 
continuous screen along the river, with 
brown and green trees mixed up while 
flowering continues. Enjoy this odd quirk 
of nature.

April also shows one of our most 
spectacular fruitings. The Rough 
Pittosporum is a small shrub up to 3m in 
height. It has bunches of three or four 
orange warty fruit which will open up 
into a brilliant mass of sticky red seeds – 
much loved by birds - and a true delight 
to behold. Shrubs will often at the same 

time have new shoots covering the bush 
with the leaves in whorls of rusty felt 
contrasting with the dark green of the 
older leaves. A much more interesting 
plant than its cousin, the Sweet 
Pittosporum.

On the darker side, the obnoxious, 
vigorous Madeira Vine is developing 
its long flower plumes. Soon, they will 
open out into masses of cream flowers 
covering the tops of the vines. Look for 
them particularly along Upper River 
Road. A couple of years ago, Landcare 
and Council had a major Madeira Vine 
control program, which treated the 
vines climbing high into the River Oaks. 
A specialised leaf-eating beetle was 
also released, but it did not become 
established. Unfortunately, there is now 
some regrowth. The good news is that 
the flowers don’t make fertile seeds; the 
vine spreads by its tubers. So, where you 

Left and above: the red sticky seeds of the 
Rough Pittosporum

can, collect the vines, and especially 
the tubers, and dispose of them in a 
fire, a waste bin or the chooks (but not 
compost).

      
    Greg Thompson
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The Directory

“My life motto is ‘do my best, so that I can’t blame myself for anything’”
Magdalena Neuner

PJW CARPENTRY

0413 598 075

SERVICE
Extensions & Renovations  

Maintenance Decks & Pergolas
patwatson94@live.com.au

ABN: 73764398703 | Licence No: 272552C

                  Valley Moss
Local florist

Flowers for all occasions
Locally sourced seasonal flowers
Supporting local flower farmers                        

Order by Friday for delivery next week                                                                                                                                      
0427 651 230                               @mandy.valleymoss

Please note that the directory listings are a 
six month commitment. Renewal of the ad is 

automatic at the start of each new cycle. If you DO 
NOT wish to renew your ad, please contact us at  

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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The Directory

0402 576 859
02 4465 5000

gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

LIFE IS ABOUT MOMENTS, DON’T WAIT FOR THEM, CREATE THEM

BUILDING DESIGNER    
B.Arch UTS

T 02 4465 1224   M 0412 671 735
E davidcox@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6037 Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
www.davidcoxdesign.com.au
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Taijiquan (Tai Chi) Classes in the Valley
Slow, steady and soft exercises to build and 

develop your energy, improve strength & balance

Two classes available
Tuesday evenings 6.30 - 8pm 
Kangaroo Valley Showground Hall and

Saturday mornings 9 – 10.30 am 
Outdoor Kiosk/Bar area, Kangaroo Valley 
Showground

Any age, any fitness level, any ability welcome.
Contact your teacher: Sue Cochrane, suecochrane51@gmail.com 

0408510151  

The Directory

JFK  
LEGAL

SPECIALISING IN
· Basic Wills $550
·  Disputed wills
· Probate
· Personal Injury law
·  Car Accidents
· Court Mentions

All the way with JFK

Mobile Legal Service   Phone 02 9665 4846

“You cannot solve a problem with the same mind that created it”
Albert Einstein

Bill Hubina
Director

Surf Electrical Pty Ltd

surfelectrical@outlook.com
0424 867 994
FREE QUOTES

NSW Contractor Licence No 253095C
ABN 70 845 107 241
NO JOB TOO SMALL
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The Directory

Ladies & Mens Hair Dresser

Painting, Decorator/Plastering

Licence 216962C
ABN 39441241846

No job too big or small 
20 years experience

0423 461 275
adamdunny@hotmail.com

Adam Dunn

Always remember to fall asleep with a dream and wake up with a purpose
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The Directory

The past is where you learned the lesson, the future is where you apply the lesson, don’t give up in the middle.

Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local community 
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner 
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to 

find you.

Get seen in 2018, advertise local.
Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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The Directory

“Alone, we can do so little. Together, we can do so much”
Helen Keller
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Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local 
community to support local businesses and gives 

you as a business owner an opportunity to tell the 
community what you do and how to find you.

Get seen in 2019, advertise local.
Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad 90x55mm) 

$42 (large ad 90x85mm)
Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Lawn mowing - Ride on mowing - Edging - Blowing 

Hedging - High pressure cleaning - Tree lopping - Weeding 

- Poisoning - Fertilising - Rubbish removal - Chopping 

wood - Tip runs - General maintenance - Odd jobs

All jobs $60 p/h, ride on mowing $80 p/h

Simon Hunt
Mobile: 0481 358 100

cleanfreaksmowing@gmail.com

Domestic & Commercial

The Directory

Please note that the directory listings are a six month commitment. Renewal of the ad is automatic 
at the start of each new cycle (February and July), if you DO NOT wish your ad to be renewed, please 
contact the editor prior to these renewal months: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or 0414 182 142.

All Creatures
Mobile Vet

(02) 4464 1899     www.allcreaturesmobilevet.com.au

• Convenient pet health checks and vaccinations

• Compassionate euthanasia at home

• Complete range of Veterinary services

• Pick up and drop off service when your  
pet needs to visit our hospital

• No call out fee

• Emergency service available

• Service area from Albion Park to Milton NSW

Personalised Veterinary care at home
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EMERGENCIES 
Police  13 1444 or  4421 9699
Ambulance 000 
Poisons 13 1126
Integral Energy 13 1003 
Lifeline 13 1114
Fire 000
Storm and flood SES 132500 

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool  Jacinta Perry 4465 1327
P&C Darrell Guiltier  
Public School Andrew Smee  
Scots College Jeff Grundy 4465 1089
Anglican Church  Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School  Jeanette Dumbrell  4465 2708
Catholic Church Parish Office  4423 1712

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Joan Bray 4465 1851
Lions Club  Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
VIEW Club Penny Rose 4464 2384
Remexio Partnership  Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment Greg Thompson 0473 114 026
Wildlife Rescue South Coast  0418 427 214
Wires  4862 1788

AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Cuppa and kids   Kate Hole  0432 177 206

SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard  4465 1599
Cricket Club Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch  4465 1448 
Frisbee Mark McLennan 0439 456 356
Golf Club Gordon Thomson 4465 1958
Hockey Club Sharon Gomez  4465 1580
Pilates Melinda Mangold    0404 483 680     
Pony Club Karen Barker 0407 928 994 
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett  4465 1419
Tennis Club Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Yoga   Vasudha Rao  4465 1093
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews 4465 1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous Rick  4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew Fitzsimmons  4465 1482
Budgong Community Group Alex Cooke 0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Alison Baker  0405 379 393
Historical Society   Garth Chittick  4465 1367 
FIG Community Garden Lyn Rutherford 0414 737 547
FYRE Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival  Nick Minogue 0414 732 514 
KVCA                                 Wendy Caird 
 kvcollections@bigpond.com 
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group Jan Johnson  4465 1593
KV Fire Station  4465 1718
KVRFS Captain   Mike Gorman 0447 651 540 
  4465 1540
K. V. Show  Mairi Langton 0412 180 778 
Osborne Park Hall Jacqui. Lenz  4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Tony Barnett 4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support  Tony Barnett  4465 1800                                       
Upper River Progress Assn Sarah Butler 4465 1364

 
WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass  St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Tues 10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga  4465 1364
Tues Cuppa and kids 
 Sunday School Hall  from 9-30 am
Wed  KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings 
 1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m. 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed  Pioneer Village Museum Conservation Group 
 from 9am finishing about 4pm  
 Contact Werner Bayer  4465-1058 
Wed Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
 The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed 6-8 pm Iyenga yoga  4465 1364
Wed Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall 
 Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm. 
 Contact Jillian O’Dowd  0468 309 530
Thurs FIG Community Garden 
 9am-11am 0414 737 547
Thurs  1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share - 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Thurs Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
  0414 737 547
Sat Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun Anglican Church  4465 1585  
 8.30am Traditional service 
 10 am Contemporary service and 
 Sunday School    
 Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
 

MONTHLY EVENTS
 Mon (1st) Mon (1st) Valley Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7pm 
                                                                                  0407 466 890
                           Proceeds to the Kangaroo Valley Public School
                           KV Rural Fire Service meeting 
 7.30 pm – Fire Shed 
 Contact Mike Gorman     4465 1540,  0447 651 540
Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
 Contact Greg Thompson 0473 114 026
Mon (3rd) A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
 Contact Mairi Langton 0412 180 778
 Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee. 
 Contact Belinda  0466 065 768
Tues (3rd) Bushwalk 
 Contact Fran Pritchard 4465 1599 
 for confirmation and location of meeting place
Tues (4th) Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Tues (2nd) Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm 
 Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia  4465 2001 
Tues (2nd)  KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon  
 Contact Garth Chittick 4465 1367 
Thurs (2nd) P. and C. Meeting – KV  School 
Fri (2nd) View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
 12 pm – locations as advised
Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare 
 Contact Andrew or Liz  4465 1482
Sun (2nd)  Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Sun (last) Fishing Club Competition Day
 Contact Harold Sharman    4465 1140
Sun (varies) KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) 
 contact Victoria Salkeld  4465 2520
 

BI-WEEKLY EVENTS
 
Thursday:   (1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
 Contact Bob Dunn 0429 399 609

Group secretaries please check and update contact 
details if necessary

e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Community Contact Information

Please email all content for inclusion in the Voice to thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  
or call 0414 182 142
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Sculpture in the Valley
Friday May 3rd - Sunday 5th 2019  10am - 4pm

Cedar Grove, 189 Jarretts Lane, Kangaroo Valley
All exhibits available for purchase on site       
A cafe will be open for light refreshments  

Photographic Competition •  Free Parking • Musicians   
Visitors are invited to picnic on the lawns

artsinthevalley.net.au/sculpture2019

Tzigane by Ella Szpindler, photograph by Julijana Griffith
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